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IZVLEČEK 
V magistrskem delu je zbrana in analizirana rokometna terminologija v angleščini in 
slovenščini. Glavni poudarek raziskave je na oblikovanju terminov v ciljnem jeziku. Termini 
v obeh jezikih so bili zbrani iz uradnega rokometnega pravilnika in drugih znanstvenih 
člankov. Slovenski termini so bili nato razvrščeni glede na vrsto tvorjenke. Razdeljeni so bili 
v tri kategorije: domači termini, kalki in sposojenke. Najpogostejša kategorija so domači 
termini, sledijo kalki in nato sposojenke. Terminologija je bila dodatno analizirana glede na 
dolžino termina in prijaznost do uporabnika. Slovenski termini so običajno daljši od 
angleških, kar pomeni, da so tudi manj prijazni do uporabnika. Izvedena je bila anketa med 
igralci slovenskih klubov. Njihovi odgovori so pokazali, da so pogovorne sopomenke bolj 
priljubljene kot domači termini. Pri izbiri terminov igra pomembno vlogo tudi 
komunikacijska situacija. Domači termini so najprimernejša izbira v formalnih situacijah in v 
pisnem diskurzu. Pogovorne sopomenke se običajno uporabljajo v neformalnih situacijah.  
 
Ključne besede: rokomet, terminologija, terminografija, besedotvorje, kalk, sposojenka, 
domači termin, kategorizacija.  
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ABSTRACT 
This master’s thesis deals with handball terminology in English and Slovene. The main focus 
of research is on the term formation from the point of view of origin. Terms in both languages 
were extracted from the official rulebook and other scientific articles. Slovene terms were 
then grouped according to the term formation process used. Three categories were identified: 
native terms, calques and borrowings. The most common category are native terms. They are 
followed by calques and then borrowings. Handball terminology was further examined based 
on its length and user-friendliness. Slovene terms are usually longer than their English 
variants, which means they are also less user-friendly. A survey was conducted amongst the 
players in Slovenian clubs. Their answers showed that given the option, colloquial synonyms 
are more popular than the native terms. Communicative situation also plays an important part 
in the choice of terms. Native terms are the preferred choice in formal situations and in 
written discourse. Colloquial synonyms tend to be used in informal situations.  
 
Key words:   handball, terminology, terminography, term formation, calque, borrowing, 
native term, categorization.
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1. INTRODUCTION 
This thesis deals with handball terminology in English and most importantly Slovene. 
Handball is almost non-existent in Britain or any other English-speaking country, a stark 
contrast to the rest of Europe where handball is one of the most popular team sports. But 
despite this, English is still the dominant language of the two. Both governing bodies, 
International Handball Federation (IHF) and European Handball Federation (EHF), operate 
on a global scale and their primary language is English. That is why most of the new concepts 
first get their designations in English and then trickle down to other languages. Slovene is the 
receiving language; concepts are almost always introduced via English and terms have to be 
translated. There are of course exceptions. Slovene is a very prominent figure in handball and 
during the course of my research, I came across some terms that cannot be found in English.  
 
The dissemination of specialized terminologies is usually overseen by subject field experts 
and terminologists. With handball terminology, the situation is slightly different. The general 
public only rarely come into contact with handball terminology in texts, but rather through 
different media. Television and radio are two prominent mediums for dissemination of 
handball terminology. The terms used are usually not subject to any officially imposed 
standards. Analysts and especially commentators are usually not subject field experts. There 
are, of course, exceptions. More and more commentators and their technical advisors are 
either former professional players or former coaches. But most commentators are responsible 
for the coverage of different sports and it takes years to fully grasp a new field. That is why 
their terminology may vary to the official one. Register also has to be taken into 
consideration. The player’s register may differ immensely to the commentator’s register, 
whose primary goal is to cover the sport in a factual but also entertaining way. The difference 
can be seen in their usage of terminology. Players may rely heavily on colloquial expressions 
due to their unique environment. Commentators are more prone to using official terms mixed 
with context-based term variants, where they rely on the context to explain the term, e.g., na 
črti refers to the player position pivot but without any additional context, the term is not as 
transparent. 
 
The thesis examines the translation of handball terminology into Slovene. It first focuses on 
the different approaches of forming new terms in Slovene based on their origin. These are 
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separated into: borrowing form a foreign language (varying degrees of assimilation), calquing 
(literal translation from a foreign language), and forming new terms, native terms, within 
Slovene (using different term-formation techniques). One of the aims of the thesis is to 
determine which of the approaches is more prominent in handball. 
 
What separates handball terminology from other specialized terminologies, is the fact that 
handball’s influence stretches across the entire globe. Despite not being as prominent in 
English-speaking countries, handball’s influence still spans across the entire South America 
and even across the whole of Asia. With such a vast number of people watching and playing 
handball on a daily basis, the terminology needs to be as user-friendly as possible. This 
ensures easier coverage which in turn means bigger endorsements and more successful 
merchandising. The second aim of this thesis is to compare the two languages and examine 
them from the point of view of their structure. The overall user-friendliness is further 
analysed through a survey among the speakers of Slovene. The target audience is players in 
the first Slovenian league (1.NLB league). Their expertise in the field is crucial to properly 
assess the user-friendliness and suitability of Slovene handball terminology. Also, as 
previously mentioned, the results should show some differences in the usage of handball 
terminology. 
 
Term extraction first took place in the official rulebooks in both languages. The rulebook is a 
great source for general handball terminology, the playing rules, the court, the players and 
officials. It does lack the more intricate part of handball terminology, the uniqueness of the 
sport, what separates it from the rest of the team sports. Other sources are consulted, namely 
scientific articles about handball. The articles underwent a special screening to ensure that the 
chosen articles are written by people who are active in the field, former players, officials and 
established specialists like Marko Šibila, Slavko Ivezič, Marta Bon etc. 
 
The thesis begins with a theoretical overview section. Terminology and terms in general are 
discussed first. Special attention is given to special languages and concepts in relation to 
terms. Also, the problem of distinguishing terms from general lexemes is discussed in detail. 
The following part analyses term formation, with focus in Slovene. Three approaches are 
explained (borrowing, calquing, forming new native terms within Slovene). The theoretical 
overview ends with a special section on handball terminology and its characteristics.  
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The empirical part starts with the explanation of methodology. Criteria for distinguishing 
terms from non-terms and for the categorization of terms according to their form are clearly 
outlined. The next part deals with term extraction and which sources were consulted and why. 
After the methodology is properly outlined, the results of the main analysis are presented. 
Consequently, this also leads to the creation of the glossary. The results of the survey come 
next, followed by an in-depth discussion of the results and discussion of individual unique 
terms. This concludes the first part of the analysis. The final part analyses a short commentary 
of a live match and compares it with the findings in the previous sections.  
 
There are three appendices at the end of a paper. The first is a glossary that includes all terms 
which were analysed in the thesis followed by the survey on the usage of Slovene terms and a 
transcription of the live commentary of a handball match. 
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2. AN OVERVIEW OF TERMINOLOGY 
Terminology is a linguistic discipline dealing with the study and creation of specialized terms. 
It has existed since the 18th century. Terminology, as we know and understand it today, began 
to take shape in the 1930s. But in the last few decades, the field has truly begun to flourish, 
both in the political and social spheres (Cabré 1999, 1). 
2. 1. Origins 
As mentioned above, terminology is not a young field of study. In the 18th century, natural 
scientists started to advocate for researchers to have a standardized set of rules for formulating 
new terms in their disciplines. At each of their respective meetings, they put forward motions 
in order to make that happen. Science was becoming international and the need for a universal 
language was becoming transparent (Cabré 1999, 1). 
 
In the 18th and 19th centuries, researchers and scientists were responsible for making any 
progress in terminology. It was not until the 20th century that engineers and technicians joined 
the group. Science and technology were developing rapidly and researchers needed to keep up 
the pace by naming new concepts (Cabré 1999, 2). The father of modern terminology was the 
Austrian engineer Eugen Wüster who was also the main representative of the Vienna School 
of Terminology. Another prominent figure, also an engineer, is the Russian D.S. Lotte, the 
founder of the Soviet School of Terminology. The third school was the Prague school and 
according to Cabré, it was run by Eduard Benes, Vilem Mathesius, Josef Vachek and most 
importantly Ferdinand de Saussure and Lubomir Drodz (ibid., 3). 
 
The Vienna School was founded by Eugene Wüster following the release of his PhD 
dissertation which put emphasis on the technical language of electrical engineering. While 
living in Austria, Wüster started a private terminology research institute. Principles and 
methodologies found in his thesis lay the foundation for the General Theory of Terminology 
and eventually kick-started the Vienna School (Cabré 1999, 12). 
 
Wüster’s doctoral dissertation of 1930 soon went international and became a guide for all 
terminologists. He put forward arguments for systematizing working methods in terminology, 
created a number of principles for working with terms and outlined the main points of a 
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methodology for processing terminological data (Protopescu 2018, 2). At this stage of the 
development, Wüster was primarily concerned with methodology and standards rather than 
theory. He believed terminology to be the tool needed to eliminate ambiguity from scientific 
communication (Cabré 1999, 5). At the Infoterm symposium in 1975, Wüster named four 
scholars he considered as the founders of terminological theory: Alfred Schloman, the Swiss 
linguist F. de Saussure, the Russian E. Dresen and J. E. Holmstrom, an English scholar who 
was especially important for the distribution of terminologies on an international level (ibid., 
5). 
 
Based on Auger (1988), there are four basic periods in the development of modern 
terminology: 
1. The origins (1930−1960) 
2. The structuring of the field (1960−1975) 
3. The boom (1975−1985) 
4. The expansion (1985−present) 
 
The origins period dealt with the methods for the formation of new terms. The works of 
Wüster and Lotte were instrumental in that period. In the 1960s and up to 1975, the most 
important new discoveries came in the form of computers and new documentation techniques. 
First databanks appeared and first attempts were made to standardize terminology within a 
language (Cabré 1999, 6). 
 
In the boom stage, between 1975 and 1985, there was a drastic increase in language planning 
and terminology projects. The invention and widespread usage of computers brought about a 
change in how terminological data was processed (Cabré 1999, 6). In the modern period, 
terminologist have a vast array of tools at their disposal and have become much more efficient 
and user-friendly. Terminology and terminologists now have a privileged status in modern 
society. Agreement between international corporations led to the exchange of information and 
cooperation in training terminologists.  
 
The development of the terminological field is closely connected to the needs of the society. 
In the post-industrial society, the need for an organized terminology arose. Society slowly but 
surely transitioned from a more rural to a more industrial society thanks to the technological 
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boom, with new economic patterns, different distribution of populations, different concepts of 
education, family, work and religion. The concept of a “standard language” was born (Cabré 
1999, 3). As Cabré claims (ibid., 4−5), terminology and other fields were directly influenced 
by social changes: 
 
a. The rapid invention and development of new science and technology has been connected 
with the appearance of new concepts and even new conceptual fields which require 
naming. 
 
b. Technology is developing rapidly and is present in all spheres of society. Technological 
success in the fields of information and communication has created demand for new ways 
of communication that previously did not exist and were not needed. These languages 
require constant updating. This eventually led to new language industries.1 
 
c. The amount of information has grown several fold and information itself has become 
extremely important. This system, this cluster of large amount of data requires effective 
support, which led to the creation of databases which in itself require constant updating. 
They must be user-friendly and multidimensional. Consequently, there is a growing need 
for effective information storage and retrieval and alongside that, a need for standardized 
systems for the automatic transfer of the contents of the data. 
 
d. Mass communication or rather the invention of it, has allowed terminology to spread 
across the globe. Specialized terms become part of popular culture through their use in the 
mass media. 
 
Before the start of modern terminology (18 and 19th centuries), scholars were surprised at how 
fast terms were appearing and were worried about form diversity and the relationship between 
forms and concepts. But, at that stage they were not yet concerned with laying the foundations 
on how to create new terms. Even Wüster was initially interested in methods of compilation 
and term standardization, which he compiled in his work The Machine Tool (1968). After 
 
 
1 The language industries are sectors of different activities that promote multilingual communication. According to the European 
Commission Directorate-General for Translation, that includes translation, interpreting, subtitling, machine translation, software localisation 
and globalisation, linguistic tools development, language teaching and linguistic consultancy (Rinsche and Portera Zanotti 2009, V). 
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that, he started to focus on the actual theory of terms. It took him 30 years, from his 
dissertation in 1930, to switch to theory (Cabré 1999, 7).  
3. TERMINOGRAPHY 
Terminography must not be confused with terminology, translation or lexicography. 
Terminography includes gathering, systematizing, and presenting terms from a specialized 
section of human acitivity (Cabré 1999, 115). Terminography is the application of 
terminology that governs the creation of special language dictionaries. They share a similar 
relationship to lexicography and lexicology. A number of technical, formal, and procedural 
criteria govern terminography, which means that it is a very much practical discipline. It is 
not a discipline that just any specialist can tackle on his own (ibid.). Lexicography and 
terminography are specialized fields that govern the compilation and editing of dictionaries. A 
lexicographer deals with general language vocabulary whereas a terminographer deals with 
specialized vocabulary of specific subject fields. Some experts view terminology and 
terminography as a subdiscipline of lexicography (Alberts, 72). 
 
Translators are dependent on terminology for their work, but they themselves do not produce 
that terminology. They also do not have to know all the terms in the specialized field they are 
working on. The line between terminographers and translators is often blurred, most people 
confuse the two due to their similarities. A specialist in terminology does not just translate a 
term from one language to another. He also gathers all different designations for a concept 
and if needed also propose any alternatives (Cabré 1999, 115–116). 
 
Terminographers do not necessarily have to establish new terms. They can always collect 
terms from specialized texts written by professionals. It matters not if some designations do 
not appear to be the most appropriate. What is important is whether or not specialists use it to 
refer to the concepts they wish to convey. If a terminographer finds a gap in terminology, he 
can choose to create a new term for the missing concept using some basic facts: 
- Terms have a specific form and content and cannot be broken apart 
- The form and content of tends towards an unambiguous relationship 
- Terms fit in an established place within a specific field 
- Concepts relate to other concepts within the same field 
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In order to unify and standardize terminographic work, a set of recommendations were 
established by international committees. They help unify concepts and designations in both 
theory and practice (Cabré 1999, 116). 
 
Terminographical work is an ongoing process with several stages with each stage presenting a 
set of challenges. Guidelines have been established in order to unify designations, concepts 
and methods in theory and practice. Terminography is almost always a joint project of subject 
field experts and linguists who specialize in terminology and language structure (Cabré 1989 
as cited in Cabre 1999, 118). Subject field experts have a good knowledge of their field which 
they acquired through work and practice but they still have to acquire knowledge about 
language structure and terminological methods. Terminographic work must be carried out by 
someone with linguistic background and someone who is familiar with the subject in 
question. 
4. TERMINOLOGY 
Terminology has three related but quite different meanings. Firstly, it can refer to the disciple 
dealing with specialized terms. It can refer to practical guidelines for terminographic work, 
which refers to the compilation of terms to create glossaries, dictionaries and databases. Or it 
can mean a set of terms used in a particular highly specialized subject area (Sager 1990, 3; 
Cabré 1996, 16–17; 1999, 32). The thesis uses the third meaning of terminology, the 
compilation of terms found in handball.  
4. 1. Special and general languages 
Terminology is usually seen as part of special languages or languages for special purposes 
(LSPs). On the other end of the spectrum, we have general language or language for general 
purposes (LGPs), which is well-known to most speakers (Cabré 1999, 56ff; Bergenholtz and 
Tarp 1995, 16–20).  Languages, both special and general, consist of subcodes that speakers 
employ in regards to their needs and the nature of the situation. Sometimes, these subcodes 
overlap in both languages. Cabré (1999) states that “all languages have a set of units and rules 
that all speakers know” (59). When we say specialized languages, we “refer to a set of 
subcodes […], each of which can be ‘specifically’ characterized by certain particulars such as 
subject field, type of interlocutors, situation, speakers’ intentions, the context in which a 
communicative exchange occurs, the type of exchange etc.” (59). The situations where special 
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languages are used are considered as ‘marked’. In contrast, general languages are used in 
‘unmarked’ situations (59). 
Cabré (1999, 59) emphasizes that “language cannot be limited to establishing a system of 
rules and units; it must also consider how speakers use the language.”. Other variables in 
communication have to be taken into consideration; the communicative circumstances, the 
speakers and the purpose of communication. Scholars are still not unanimous in defining the 
concept “special language”. Kocourek (as cited in Cabré 1999, 61) says that “in our view, a 
special language is a sublanguage of what is known as natural language; a sublanguage 
enriched with brachygraphical items […].” 
 
De Beaugrande (1987) (as cited in Cabré 1999, 61) compiled a list of some of the most 
representative positions: 
1. Special languages are linguistic codes that differ from the general language and are made 
out of specific rules and units. In the same sphere, Hoffman (as cited in Cabré 1999, 61) 
explains that specialized languages are “a complete set of linguistic phenomena occurring 
within a definite sphere of communication and limited by specific subjects, intentions and 
conditions.” Hoffmann points out that extralinguistic and communicative variables specify 
special languages. 
2. Special languages are variants of the general language. Rondeau, Rey and Quemada 
support this theory. For example, Rey (1976) (as cited in Cabré 1999, 61) states that “the 
language of law does not exist by itself but rather only as a part of the French language, 
and it consists of the vocabulary of law and, undoubtedly, of some particular syntactic 
constructions.” 
3. Sager argues that special languages are pragmatic subsets of language as a whole (Cabré, 
62). Picht and Draskau support Sager and his theory. They explain that “LSP is a 
formalized and codified variety of language, used for special purposes and in a legitimate 
context […].” They reckon that LSP can be used at any level, either the highest level of 
complexity, between experts of the field or at lower levels, with the purpose of teaching 
others (as cited in Cabré 1999, 61). Students, for example, would work at an intermediate 
level, while the lowest level of specialization would be found in general texts intended for 
general audiences. 
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Despite the glaring differences and different approaches to defining special languages, both 
general and special languages have many features in common. Kocourek (1982) (as cited in 
Cabré 1999, 62) states that a consensus definition of special language must include the 
following attributes: 
a. The distinctive elements of special languages are not isolated phenomena, but rather 
interrelated sets of characteristics. 
b. The purpose of communication is more important than other, complementary functions.  
c. The special nature consists of differences in subject field, user knowledge, area of usage. 
(Cabré 1999, 62). 
 
Determining specialization is still a debated issue. To put it simply, specialization can be 
distinguished by subject field or pragmatic circumstances (users, type of communication). All 
technical or scientific fields can be considered specialized since they deviate from what is 
considered general language. This implies that a specialized topic is a factor in determining 
the specialization of a language. But, only taking the subject field into consideration limits the 
theory. It is argued that our everyday routine contains topics that are considered to be 
specialized one way or another, even though most of the time they go unnoticed.  Also, in our 
daily communication we often mention specialized subjects, a phenomenon called 
‘banalization’ (Galisson 1978 as cited in Cabré 1999, 63). 
 
Pragmatic circumstances are also used to define special languages. Each deviation from the 
norm, from the general language, can constitute a criterion of specialization.  General texts, 
which occur in unmarked situations, are spontaneous, oral, semi-formal and deal with general 
topics known to all speakers. Primary purpose is to provide or share information. Specialized 
texts are all variants of discourse that branch off from the general subject, interlocutors, the 
communicative function and situation. To a degree, even the language rules are different in 
specialized texts (Cabré 1999, 63−64). 
 
Bergenholtz and Tarp (1995, 19−20) also tackle the issue of specialization, but from a more 
practical viewpoint of compiling a corpus of texts for the purpose of making specialized 
dictionaries. Specialized dictionaries refer to terminological dictionaries that cover the 
terminology of a specialized subject field and should not be confused with dictionaries 
dealing with one are of language (e.g., phrases and idioms, names, pronunciation, synonyms 
etc.). Similar to Picht and Draskau’s research, they argue that specialized languages occur on 
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all levels of complexity. They divided LSP texts into five types (depending on the originator 
and recipient): 
a. from expert to expert; 
b. from expert to semi-expert (e.g., textbooks intended for university students); 
c. from semi-expert to semi-expert (jargon and also communication between experts in 
similar fields); 
d. from expert to layman (popular scientific texts); 
e. from semi-expert to layman. 
 
They deliberately excluded communication between laypeople from this categorization, since 
they deem it part of LGP communication. They argue that texts created by laypeople are not 
the same as those written by experts, be it in terms of abstraction or usage. Pearson divided 
term usage into four communicative settings: 
a. expert-expert communication (most frequent, very precise); 
b. expert to initiates (fewer terms used, often have to be explained); 
c. relative expert to the uninitiated (terms are used in a popularized manner, tend to be 
imprecise, some overlap with the general language); 
d. teacher-pupil communication (very similar to Pichtz and Draskau’s theory; textbooks at 
secondary school levels, also handbooks and instruction manuals) (Pearson 1998, 35−39). 
 
Cabré (1999, 63) states that “special languages” are subsets of language which are based on 
three variables: the subject field, type of user, and type of communicative situation. She 
describes seven criteria for defining special languages. 
1. In order to be able to recognize special subject fields, the speaker must learn it through a 
specific learning process. Special subject fields are not general knowledge. 
2. Speakers who are familiar and are able to make use of this knowledge, are subject field 
experts and users of special languages but we divide them into originators and recipients. 
Originators always possess knowledge of their specific subject field, while recipients can 
be either other experts or members of the general population. The latter acquire 
knowledge through special communication. 
3. Special languages employ a formal approach. Specialized communicative situations are 
subjected to professional and scientific criteria. 
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4. Units, rules and other language-based and text-based features characterize special 
languages. 
5. Special languages are not fixed in nature, there is some variation according to: 
a. the degree of abstraction, which is determined by the subject field, information 
recipients, the purpose of the communication; 
b. the text type based on the communicative purpose; 
c. dialects: historic, social and geographic; 
d. personal style. 
6. Special languages share several pragmatic and language-based features. 
7. Special languages are subsets of the language as a whole. They overlap with each other 
and the general purpose language, with whom they also share features and maintain a 
constant exchange of units and conventions (Cabré 1999, 65–66). 
 
 
 
 
Cabré (1999, 70−71) also goes into a bit more detail about how specialized communication is 
concise, precise and impersonal. Almost two thirds of all terms are nouns and noun phrases 
and specialized communication is most of the time in written form and not orally transmitted. 
Specialized vocabulary also has symbols which are not normally found in the general 
language. 
 
Cabré (1999) explains that there is a significant overlap between general language and 
specialized language. Using two texts, one with general language and the other with 
specialized language, she concludes that while boundaries between the two are difficult to 
establish, they are based on a common system. They also have huge differences which led her 
to the conclusion that in some cases they stem from different codes. The one unifying code is 
the general language and elements from the specialized language separate the two. Generally 
speaking, the two overlap in many features. To recognize elements of the two types of 
Figure 1: Relationship of a special language to language as a whole, 
general language and other special languages, as demonstrated in 
Cabré (1999, 65-66). 
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languages, Cabré (1999, 71–72) discusses three types of features: linguistic (lexical, 
morphological, syntactic), pragmatic (situation, originators, recipients) and functional (the 
communicative intention). Research from Bergenholtz and Tarp (1995, 16-19) also explores 
the overlap between the two languages. They present several different theories. They argue 
that “LGP may be seen as being synonymous with standard language and all languages for 
special purposes […] are regarded as elements of general language” (ibid., 16). In short, this 
means that all LSPs still rely and use the system of the general language. To further simplify, 
they came up with a simple model to illustrate the theory (see Figure 2).  
 
Figure 2: The reliance of LSPs on the general language. 
 
They also present the opposite view of some linguists that argue that all LGP expressions can 
also be seen in LSPs, which means that LGP is a subcategory of LSP (see Figure 3). 
 
Figure 3: LGP is a subcategory of LSP. 
 
Another theory is based on the communicative situations. The two languages are used in 
different situations. LSP is used by subject field experts within their field. Their knowledge 
cannot be used in everyday communicative situations, which is why we must resort to the 
general language system. Some argue that general language can still be used to refer to the 
same concept but simplifying communication to such an extent means that the language used 
can no longer be treated as LSP. In short, both languages are equal and have their own unique 
system (see figure 4). 
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Figure 4: LGP and LSP stand apart, with their own unique systems. 
 
The final model they refer to draws parallels with Cabré’s research. The two languages 
overlap and share some structures and elements (see Figure 5).  
 
 
 
 
Linguistic features that help differentiate LSP and LGP are the choice and usage of linguistic 
units, the meaning of the text, the selection of words, the frequency of units and structures, the 
use of codes etc. Cabré (1999, 73) outlines some of the common features of LSP and LGP: 
a. They share the same alphabet, the same graphic system, phonological system and the 
morphological system. 
b. They have the same syntactic rules for sentence and phrase construction and also have the 
same sentence types. 
 
If we analyse the vocabulary, we find that words in LGP are much easier to comprehend. 
Some structures and categories appear only in LSP or they appear more frequently: 
a. structures that originate from Greek or Latin formatives: diagenesis, igneous, etc.; 
b. abbreviations and symbols: MRI, CAT; 
c. nominalizations based on verbs: identification; 
d. Sentence structures with almost no subordination. 
 
There are some categories that appear only in the general language: colloquial affixes, certain 
verb forms (the second person forms, imperatives, etc.), certain pronouns (second person), 
and certain sentence types (exclamations, etc.) (Cabré 1999, 73). 
Figure 5: Relationship between the language for general purposes 
and a language for specific purposes, as outlined in Bergenholtz and 
Tarp (1995, 18-19). 
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4. 2. Terms and Concepts 
Cabré (1999, 80) defines terms as “distinctive and meaningful signs which occur in special 
language discourse”. They do not differ greatly from words of the general language. Terms, 
like words, have a systematic side (formal, semantic, functional). They also have a pragmatic 
side which means that as units they are used to refer to real world objects. So, formally or 
semantically they do not seem to differ. They do however differ in their pragmatic and 
communicative function. The most important distinguishing feature of terms is the fact that 
they are used to choose concepts (see figure 6) (ibid., 80–81).  
 
 
 
 
Lerat (1989) defines a term as “a terminological unit, a conventional symbol that represents a 
concept defined within a particular field of knowledge.” (as cited in Cabré 1999, 81). Terms 
have form and meaning that corresponds to the linguistic system of a certain language. They 
are part of a structured system and operate at the level of lexical units (Cabré 1999, 81).  
 
In terminology, it all begins with concepts. Without concepts, there can be no terms. 
Specialized dictionaries, unlike general dictionaries, do not actually define terms but rather 
the concepts that these terms represent. Felber (1984, 115) defines concepts as “mental 
representations of individual objects”. Concepts are used for classification with the use of 
linguistic symbols (terms, letters, graphical symbols). They may represent just one individual 
object or a set of objects that share certain qualities. In a wider sense, concepts do not only 
represent beings or things (as expressed by nouns) but also qualities, actions, and even 
locations, situations and relations (ibid., 115). Felber (1984, 115−116) also found out that you 
can combine concepts, with no regard to reality but the number of concepts used in the 
combination is limited since in a proposition a concept can only be a subject or a predicate 
and not both. 
Figure 6: Relationship between terms and concepts in discourse. 
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There are several different types of terms, depending on the classification. The criteria used 
are form, function, meaning and origin. If we look at terms from the point of view of form, 
terms are classified according to: 
-  the number of constituent morphemes (terms can be simple or complex): nimbus, cell, 
cellular; 
- types of morphemes used in the creation of a complex term. Terms can be either 
compounds or derivations: ulcerous, illness, afterburner; 
- a combination of words can be used to create complex terms. They follow the same rules 
as free phrases and do not have any distinguishable feature, which makes them difficult to 
differentiate from freely constructed phrases. These terminological phrases are much more 
frequent in LSP than in LGP: batch processing, boiler hatch, taxable income etc.; 
- simple terms that actually turn out to be complex; initialisms, acronyms, abbreviations, 
short forms (Cabré 1999, 86–88). 
 
Based on the functional classification, terms can be sorted into various functional groups: 
adjectives, adverbs, verbs and nouns. The amount of each individual group differs both in 
LSP and LGP. The number of nouns in specialized languages is much higher in relation to 
adjectives or verbs (Cabré 1999, 87). 
From the standpoint of meaning, terms can be classified by the class of concepts they refer to. 
Cabré (87–89) distinguishes between four basic classes concepts can be sorted into: 
- objects or entities: usually expressed by nouns; 
- processes, operations, actions: designated by verbs; 
- properties, states, qualities: expressed by adjectives; 
- relationships: designated by adjectives, verbs and prepositions. 
Finally, from the point of view of linguistic origin, terms can be created through derivation, 
conversion or they can be borrowed from another code (Cabré 1999, 87–89). 
 
Ideally, there should be no polysemy or synonymy in terminology. The general rule is that a 
term should only refer to one concept and a concept should only be named by exactly one 
term. This is to avoid confusion but this is not always the case. For numerous reasons, a term 
can refer to one or more concepts, within the same field or across different subject fields. 
Interestingly, in cases like that terms are not analysed as polysemy but rather as homonymy 
(separate terms that share the same form) (Cabré 1999, 107–111; Vintar 2008, 27). 
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Linguistics recognize two homonymies, phonological and orthographic. Homophones are 
words that have a different form but are pronounced the same (night/knight). Homographs are 
units that have the same form but have a different origin, meaning or pronunciation. There are 
also perfect homonyms that have features of both homophony and homography: match 
(counterpart)/match (narrow piece used for ignition) (Cabré 1999, 111).  
 Address: a storage location in computer memory 
 Address: a text string designating a resource to be fetched 
 Address: a description of the location of a property 
 
The examples above are an example of a homonym. Homonyms can be homographs (lexical 
items that share the same spelling, no matter the pronunciation) or homophones (items that 
share the same pronunciation no matter the spelling). More strictly speaking, homonyms are 
words that are simultaneously homographs and homophones. They share the spelling and 
pronunciation but have a different meaning, like with the examples above. In order to 
distinguish homonyms, it is important to pay attention to the specific subject fields for all the 
different meanings. In the case of address, we cover the field of computing and internet and 
general language, the latter does not count as a term. We also can not overlook synonymy 
which is very much present in terminology. Synonymy is when a concept is named by 
different terms. Most of the time, synonyms belong to different registers, with few exceptions 
(acronyms, abbreviations…). Usually, only one register is recommended by terminologists, 
while others are considered to either belong to colloquial language or being outdated (Cabré 
1999, 109–111). 
4. 3. Terms vs. Non-Terms 
In linguistics, every unit has a phonological (phonetic form) and morphological 
representation. Terms follow the phonetic or orthographic rules of the language which does 
not set them apart from words. As mentioned earlier, the orthographical (written) form of 
terms does not differ from that of words of the general language, same rules apply to both. In 
terminology, there are more instances of words with special written signs (hyphens, diacritics) 
or neoclassical words. Morphologically, the basic structure of terms is the same as with words 
of the general language. The lexical root, the only necessary morphological unit for a term, in 
combination with affixes can lead to the creation of complex terms. Affixes, unlike stems, 
cannot form terms on their own (Cabré 1999, 83–84). Both types follow the same linguistic 
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rules but there are some features that set terms apart from the general lexicon. For example, 
there is a greater chance of coming across a Latin or Greek-based derivative in terminology 
than in the general language. Also, the written form is the most important form in 
terminology, since most specialized communication happens in written form. There is also a 
greater number of multi-word units in terminology but in the end what really sets terms apart 
are pragmatic features. Cabré (1999, 112–114) lists five important pragmatic factors: 
a. the basic purpose 
b. the subject dealt with 
c. the users 
d. the communicative situations 
e. types of discourse (professional, scientific) 
 
Terms are referential (refer to specialized concepts), while words serve different purposes 
(expressive, performative, communicative, poetic etc.). Terms designate concepts within a 
specific subject field while the general lexicon refers to all types of generic subject fields. 
Terminology is employed by experts unless we include professional lexicons. Then the 
number of users increases but the degree of specialization decreases exponentially. The line 
between the two types of users becomes blurred. Terminology is used in structured 
communicative situations and not in everyday discourse, where the general lexicon would be 
usually used. Experts can toe the line and use terminology in various different communicative 
acts and on different levels of abstraction (Cabré 1999, 114). 
 
Vintar (2008, 20), also explains the difference between terms and non-terms, or in her words 
the difference between terminological units and lexical units. A term or a terminological unit 
is one of the several possible representations of a concept. Unlike the lexical unit, it has only 
one meaning. Terminological units may also include numerical symbols, while lexical units 
only include words. Vintar also places careful emphasis on instances of what seems to be the 
same word but one is a term and the other is a non-term. This distinction depends on whether 
there is a specialized reference within the subject field (Vintar 2008, 38). 
 
Pearson (1998, 12–40, 123–134) takes a more critical approach to distinguishing terms from 
normal words. She believes that the traditional approach from other scholars for providing 
criteria for distinguishing terms from non-terms is lacking and she seeks to remedy that. She 
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is trying to come up with more reliable and more user-friendly criteria for distinguishing 
terms. She starts by isolating structures that are more likely to come from term formation. 
These potential terms are weighed against their generic counterparts and their reference is 
checked. Terms should refer to generic concepts. Units that have the definite article the do not 
refer to generic concepts and are not terms. The indefinite article implies generic reference 
and could mean potential terms. In the end, all potential terms are cross-referenced with 
common linguistic signals like called, known as, etc. The criterion of reference is useful and 
user-friendly but the method itself is overly simplified and only works with nominal terms 
(Pearson 1998, 12–40, 123–125). Pearson admits that even with all these criteria, there are 
still problems identifying terms since each individual case is special. 
4. 4. Term formation 
Term formation is a process of inventing new terms. The need for a new term arises with a 
new concept which needs to be properly named or in rare cases when an already established 
concept is found lacking or inappropriate. Concepts are first established in the language 
spoken by the subject field experts who discovered them. Most of the time this language is 
English. In Slovene, most of the time it is not about inventing new terms but more about 
finding the proper translation equivalent.  
 
Terms are classified according to the method used to create them. Cabré (1999, 92–94) 
recognizes three different strategies: formal, functional, semantic. Formal methods include 
derivation, compounding, phrase creation and formal modification of existing words using 
truncation (initialisms, acronymy, clipping). 
 
Derivation is a process of adding affixes to lexical bases in order to create new words. 
Prefixes, suffixes or both at the same time are merged with a lexical base to form a new word: 
a. prefixation: reopen 
b. suffixation: processor, transmitter 
c. prefixation + suffixation: disarmament (ibid.) 
 
Compounding is a process of combining two or more lexical bases to create a new word. 
Cabré recognizes three types of combinations: 
a. combination of native forms: greengrocer, roadsweeper 
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b. combination of neoclassical forms: electrolyte, lysosome 
c. combination of contemporary and neoclassical forms: bio-science, megacity (ibid.) 
 
Terms can also be formed with the use of phrasal units from syntactic combination of words: 
random access memory (RAM), magnetic resonance imagery 
The process of truncation reduces a word to one of its parts (initialisms, acronyms, clippings). 
a. Initialisms are abbreviations formed from initial letters of the term: FBI (Federal Bureau 
of Investigation). 
b. Acronyms are abbreviations formed from initial letters of the term but unlike initialisms, 
they are pronounced as a word: NASA, ASCII. 
c. Clippings: jumbo (jumbo jetliner), narc (narcotics agent) (ibid.). 
 
Conversion and lexicalization are the two processes that belong to the functional methods. 
Conversion changes the category of an existing word without making any changes to its form: 
record (verb) vs. record (noun). Lexicalization converts “one of the inflected forms of a 
lexeme into a new unit with a different grammatical category”, e.g., harden/hardening, 
weld/welding (Cabré 1999, 93).  
 
The final category, semantic methods, modify the meaning of a term. The new form, created 
from an existing form, can belong to several subcodes. Cabré lists two criteria for classifying 
the new terms: provenance of the base form, and the type of semantic modification produced 
in the process (Cabré 1999, 93).  
Apart from these three methods, languages can have other methods of creating new terms. 
Most often these are called borrowings, loan translations or calquing. 
 
Sager recognizes a distinction between primary and secondary term formation. Primary term 
formation is monolingual and happens alongside concept formation and happens spontaneous. 
Secondary term formation happens when the concept is already established. Just like primary 
term formation, it can be monolingual (when an existing term is replaced by a new one) or 
cross-lingual which happens when a concept originating in one language transfers to a new 
language but has no term for it. Secondary term formation is controlled and there is always a 
precedent of an existing term. Slovene term formation is almost always secondary (Sager 
1990, 80–82). 
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Terms can be classified according to several different criteria, form, function, meaning and 
origin. According to the form criteria, terms can be either simple or complex. Complex terms 
are compounds, phrases (initialisms, abbreviations, acronyms) or derived words. Functionally, 
terms can be classified as nouns, adjectives, verbs or adverbs. From the point of view of 
meaning, they can be sorted according to the position of concepts they refer to in the 
conceptual system of the field. According to the origin criteria, terms can be divided into 
those created within a certain language or those borrowed from another language (Cabré 
1999, 85–90).  
4. 4. 1. Term Formation from the Point of View of Origin in Slovene 
 
In this thesis, terms will be grouped into three basic categories using the origin criteria in 
Slovene discussed in the previous chapter. These are borrowings, calques and native terms or 
terms formed in Slovene. 
4. 4. 2. Borrowings 
 
Borrowings are terms borrowed from another language, while being given some degree of 
adaptation to the new language. Some of the more well-known examples in Slovene are 
internet, procesor, optimizacija. The easiest way to recognize borrowings is by analysing 
their morphological and phonological form in contrast with native terms. 
We can identify different types of borrowings, depending on the code the term originates 
from:  
a. borrowings from Greek or Latin (neoclassical borrowings) 
b. borrowings from another, modern language (true borrowings) 
c. loan words from other social dialects, subject fields from the same language (usually not 
considered borrowings) (Cabré 1999, 88) 
 
Neoclassical borrowings (e.g., koda) are the result of centuries of use of Latin and Greek in 
science and other subject fields. Bokal (1998, 148–149) states that such loan words are more 
likely to be integrated into Slovene since both Greek and Latin are prestigious languages. 
True borrowings, loan words from another modern language (e.g., Enter, printer), are often 
criticised and are replaced with native terms as quickly as possible. The ability to replace a 
true borrowing with a native term is indicative of a healthy language (Cabré 1999, 90).  
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Over the centuries, English has continuously borrowed elements from Greek, Latin and 
French. As such, it is sometimes difficult to determine whether a word first came into English 
from French or from one of the classical languages. Some of the Greek borrowings keep some 
of their form, which makes them easier to identify; e.g., ph for [f], ps for [s], photography, 
psychology. Sager (1990, 79–80) also found out that few borrowings are actually from Greek 
or Latin. Terms that are thought to be Greek or Latin may not be such, as they may have 
never existed in these languages. They could be the result of combining Greek and Latin 
morphemes with modern morphemes. Also, some modern languages (English is one of them), 
do not actually differentiate between native terms and terms with Greek and Latin origin. This 
makes borrowings difficult to classify, even in Slovene.  
 
Bokal (1998, 149−150) lists six different stages of adaptation into Slovene for borrowing 
from modern languages: 
a. citational use: Shift (key on a keyboard); 
b. phonological adaptation: using the Slovene /i/ instead of the English /ɪ/ when pronouncing 
Shift; 
c. orthographic adaptation: processor for processor; 
d. derivation of related terms with native Slovene affixes: procesor-ski; 
e. formation of native Slovene synonyms: medmrežje for internet; 
f. borrowing becomes obsolete: printer for tiskalnik. 
It is important to note that not all borrowings undergo through all the stages. They often stop 
at stage 3 or 4 (Bokal 1998, 150). Vintar (2008, 52) also states that borrowings may skip some 
stages or go through several stages simultaneously, especially stage 1 and 2. 
4. 4. 3. Calques 
 
Logar (2005, 213−214) explains that calques, also known as loan translations, are literal 
translations of terms from one language to another. The translations can be word for word or 
morpheme by morpheme (električni tok for electrical current). The end product is a term that 
has a form similar to a native term but still shows signs of being influenced by the original 
term from the foreign language. She also mentions that during this process, terms bring along 
the view of reality of the language, even though the term itself is native. Calques can also be 
difficult to recognize, especially to those with no prior knowledge of the original foreign term. 
It is also difficult to distinguish between calques and native terms. Both Gorjanc (1996, 255) 
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and Logar (2005, 214−215), treat terms that are apparent translations as calques, even simple 
terms like okno. Judging by the examples most authors cite, simple terms are not considered 
as calques and only treat complex terms as possible calques (Cabré 1999, 94; Vintar 2008, 
54−55). For example, a simple term like držanje (holding) would not be considered a calque 
but a more complex term like sodnik na golovi črti (goal line referee) would. More details on 
the classification of calques will follow in the methodology section. 
 
According to Vidovič Muha (2013, 11, 241), there are two kinds of calques, denotational or 
primary calques and semantic or secondary calques. Primary calques lack reference in the 
receiving language, for example terms that refer to foreign culturally bound concepts. 
Secondary calques preserve the semantic elements of the term in the original language (živec 
v srednjem ušesu, ravnotežni živec, listno barvilo). Secondary calques are also further divided 
according to their language of origin: calques from classical languages, global languages and 
other languages.  She does not provide us with any examples of denotational calques but does 
mention that the first Slovene computer terms were denotational calques. 
 
Some authors, including some Slovene ones, define calquing as a sub division of borrowing 
(Logar 2005, 214−215; Vintar 2008, 54−55), which would be acceptable if we only take into 
consideration the language of origin. In actual usage, calques turn out to be closer to native 
terms rather than borrowings. That is why calques are considered as a separate category from 
borrowings and native terms.  
4. 4. 4. Native Terms 
 
Native terms are new formations within the receiving language, in this case Slovene but 
unlike calques or borrowings, they are not influenced by its equivalent in the original foreign 
language.  There are three basic processes to native term formation: 
a. forming a new word using the word formation rules of Slovene 
b. adding a new meaning to an existing word, the so-called semantic extension 
c. forming new phrases from new or existing words (Logar 2005, 213) 
 
In Slovene, we often resort to adjective + noun from when the English equivalent is a one-
word compound (throwoff for začetni met). In some cases, terminological phrases are 
considered less user-friendly due to their complexity and length but most of the time they 
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enable a higher degree of precision, especially in cases of complex concepts. Acronyms and 
other abbreviations are created due to the length of some terminological phrases (Logar 2005, 
215; Gorjanc 1996, 255−256). Acronyms are often (but not always, cf. KOPB instead of 
COPD, EKG instead of ECG) borrowed without any change to the term in order to avoid 
confusion (Logar 2005, 221−222). In some cases, this can create an acronym that is different 
to the actual term, e.g., the Slovene term bralno-pisalni pomnilnik has the acronym RAM 
which is the English version. Of course, there are also examples where a new acronym is 
formed in the receiving language, e.g., CPE for centralna procesna enota. Despite the 
existence of the Slovene acronym CPE, the English equivalent CPU can still often be found in 
Slovene literature. Sometimes, the receiving language does not create a phrasal equivalent 
which means that only the acronym is imported, e.g., PDF (portable document format). 
 
Vidovič Muha (2013, 131−169) talks of several processes used to create a new meaning 
through semantic extension: semantic envelopment (a sub-meaning is added to an existing 
meaning), synecdoche (a part of a word is used for the whole), metonymy (the existing 
meaning form part of the new meaning) and metaphor. Metaphor is the most common method 
in terminology which means that an existing word is used to map a concept. This concept 
comes to share some features with the original meaning (Bokal 1998, 150; Logar 2005, 215). 
Miška is listed as an example since it was created based on the physical resemblance to the 
animal. The headword- and the modifier in terminological phrases can also be metaphors, 
e.g., čarovnik za sinhroniziranje/sync wizard, poškodovana datoteka/corrupted file. The 
whole phrase itself can be a metaphor, recycle bin (Vidovič Muha 2013, 163−167; Sager 
1990, 72) 
There are seven word-formation processes in Slovene for terms that created new words: 
a. suffixation: pomnilnik 
b. derivation from a prepositional phrase: med-mrež-je 
c. interfixa-sufixal compounding: črn-o-las-ka 
d. compounding by means of only an interfix: drev-o-red 
e. prefiation: samo-popravek 
f. modificational suffixation: miš-ka 
g. coordinate compounding: bralno-pisalni 
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Prefixation and compounding serve to establish a more specific meaning. Suffixation changes 
the part of speech of a term (Sage 1990, 73−78). Suffixation and derivation in general is quite 
common in Slovene, more so than compounding. But, if influenced by English, the number of 
compounding cases increases. 
4. 4. 5. Standardization 
 
Specialized communication demands a higher degree of precision than general 
communication. In general language, it is perfectly acceptable to have synonymous terms but 
in terminology that only creates confusion for the specialists. Term formation is not always 
perfect. Sometimes it takes time to root out terms that do not refer to the concepts they should 
designate, or the existence of polysemous terms. All terminologies based on polysemy, 
synonymy and homonymy eventually undergo the process of standardization. 
 
Standardization of terms consists of “unification of concepts and concept systems, the 
definition of terms, the reduction of homonymy, the elimination of synonymy, the fixing of 
designations, including abbreviations and symbols, and the creation of new terms” (Cabré 
1999, 200). It is a process that reduces variety and promotes uniformity. It is a group activity 
which means that decisions are made based on a consensus and not forced. It should not 
require constant changes but it should be open to possible amendments and corrections based 
on new developments in the subject field (ibid., 196). The process is disseminated by an 
official body of the government, either on the national or international level. But it is 
debatable how effective their influence actually is. Due to the sheer number of specialized 
subject fields, such standardization is faced with many hurdles, namely the actual spread of 
standards, how available it is and the price (Cabré 1999, 4, 199; Wright 1997b, 201; Vintar 
2008, 76−77). 
 
Any contribution by subject field experts and terminographers can be considered an act of 
standardization. This is called “non-interventionist standardization” (Cabré 1999, 199). It 
does not need to operate on a national or even international level. It can happen within a 
single domain. A single company can decide to standardize their own terminology. This in 
turn also affects their communication with the actual users. Standardization must be an 
organized project that starts from a defined situation, has long-term goals that have to be met 
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within a certain time frame. It needs to have proper networks for dissemination and sufficient 
resources for eventual implementation and a legal framework that helps this change (Cabré 
48−49).  
 
Auger (1986 as cited in Cabré 1999, 49) says “that terminological standardization can only 
make sense within a framework of general language planning, with six basic functions: 
research, standardization, dissemination, implementation, evaluation and control and 
updating.” These six functions start the process of the conception of the product to the 
implementation. Cabré (1999, 49) identifies eight stages in the process: 
a. Analysis of the terminological situation and selection of strategies for intervention 
b. Creating a research plan with the needs of the environment calculated into the plan 
c. Cooperation with the user with the preparation of the terminology 
d. Standardization 
e. The most appropriate format is selected for the terminology 
f. Constant surveillance on the usage of terminology 
g. Updating the terminology whenever needed 
 
Standardization is considered to be a success when the situation of the language has been 
improved. The success of standardization does not lie in preparation but in dissemination and 
acceptance of the users (ibid., 49). Lack of standardization in sports or any other subject field 
can lead to confusion and misunderstanding and eventually hinders the spread of sports. Lack 
of standardization also hurts the economic side of any field. The users need to be able to 
partake in the communication and standardization of terminology plays an important role 
(Bérces 2006, 13−15). 
4. 4. 6. Attitudes towards Term Formation 
 
Strictly from the theoretical point of view, terms are referential designations of concepts. 
They perform this function regardless of the form they take. While arbitrariness is acceptable 
and quite common in the general language, terminology does not support it. Terms should be 
established systematically and according to the theoretical principles already established 
(Sager, 1990, 57, 62). Different attitudes towards terms are developed, based on different 
criteria. The form of a term is definitely important to the users and it contributes to whether or 
not the term will be accepted in a given locale. Some factors are objective. Economy, for 
instance, implies that the shorter the term the more likely it is to be integrated successfully. 
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Others are more subjective. 
The greatest difference in attitudes can be seen with borrowed and native terms. When the 
knowledge of the dominant language, source language, increases, so do the borrowings of 
new terms in the receiving languages. Some languages, especially less prominent ones, try to 
avoid borrowing terms. They fear that their native language will be replaced by a foreign 
language, especially in specialized subject fields. The theory is that if native language cannot 
be used in specialized subject fields, eventually that will spread into general language, and 
then the risk of losing their identity is quite real. That is why borrowings are prone to be 
replaced with native terms. Linguistic purity is therefore preserved using protectionist policies 
(Cabré 1996, 30; 1999, 4−5, 17−18, 48, 211−212; Rey 1995, 89). 
 
On the other side of the spectrum, there is the fact that borrowings have the advantage of 
being able to facilitate global communication. If different languages have the same or similar 
form for concepts, then specialized communication becomes much more user-friendly. 
Decoding and encoding texts becomes much easier for users. Linguistic purity and policies 
that govern it, stand in the way of such comprehensibility across different languages, thus also 
hindering the development of specialized fields in a given country. As with most things, a 
balance is needed. Internationalism and protectionism need to work in tandem (Cabré 1996, 
27; 1999, 22−23, 34, 211−212; Rey 1995, 89−91; Sager 1990, 86, 87). 
 
Standardization and localization have to take into account these different attitudes. It is a fact 
that every author or group have a different attitude towards language purity and protection. As 
such, terms simply cannot be forced on its users (Cabré 1999, 134). Some prefer borrowings 
due to their international benefits. Others rather use native terms for its language purity. Then 
you have users who employ different attitudes for each individual term, based on other 
features, such as economy, length or euphony/cacophony (Rey 1995, 110). Latin and Greek 
morphemes play an important role whether or not a term will be accepted (Bokal 1998, 
148−149). Sometimes it is first come first serve. For example, if a borrowing for a concept 
has already been accepted, people may be less inclined to search or accept a native term. 
Other variables may also come into play, like marketing, media, copyright, especially when 
dealing with products and services (Vintar 2008, 53).  
 
Calques may seem like a good neutral option, if the language in question recognizes them as 
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such. But they are frowned upon by users since they sound unnatural. Some calques do get 
accepted, even if there is no apparent reason for their acceptance (Cabré 1999, 209; Rey 1995, 
111). 
 
There are some rules or guidelines that term formation can follow in order to increase the 
likelihood of them being accepted and being user-friendly. The basic guidelines are economy, 
precision and suitability (Cabré 1999, 11). Economy implies that a term should be as short as 
possible. Precision dictates that the designated concept should be referred to as much as 
possible. Also, ambiguity should be avoided. Terms that cannot be used in specialized 
communication because of undesirable connotations or register, are excluded under the 
suitability guideline. These requirements may come into conflict with each other and a middle 
ground has to be found (Felber 1984, 114).  For example, a complex concept should not be 
designated by a monomorphemic term because that would lessen its precision. Consistency 
should also be taken into consideration. Related concepts should have similar forms of terms 
(Sager 1990, 57). 
 
There are more guidelines than the ones previously mentioned. Terms, especially borrowings, 
should abide to the grammar, phonology and orthography of the language. Derivation of 
potential new terms should also be taken into consideration. As the guideline of precision 
mandates, a term needs to reflect the features of the concepts it refers to. The meaning of the 
term needs to be the same in any given context. Languages that accept words from Latin and 
Greek should use them (English, Romance languages). If a term has been accepted, any 
changes should be avoided in order to avoid confusion (Cabré 1999, 208−209, 212−213; Rey 
1995, 81−82; Sager 1990, 88−90; Felber 1984, 179−182). 
 
Slovene terminologists advocate linguistic purity. Humar (2004, 21−22, 29) criticizes how 
globalization and dominant languages, especially English, affect Slovene terminology. She 
criticizes users for disregarding their mother language in favour of other more dominant 
languages. If proper precautions are not taken, she claims that the Slovene language may 
cease to exist. This is still only speculation on her part since no scientific evidence exists that 
would prove her claim. If anything, there is more evidence that shows that Slovene language 
remains healthy and develops its own terminology for all scientific fields. She proposes that 
borrowings should be replaced with native terms. Standardized terminologies take into 
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consideration linguistic purity and that is why they have very few borrowings. Many users are 
more sceptic when it comes to linguistic purity. They are more used to the accepted 
borrowings and dislike native terms for being less user-friendly. As such, cases of synonymy 
can be found between standardized native terms and non-standardized borrowings. Later on, 
usage determines which of the two will be integrated. 
5. SPORTS TERMINOLOGY 
In order to determine whether handball or sports terminology can be classified as a 
specialized language, we need to see if it checks the seven criteria proposed by Cabré (1999, 
65). 
 
1. Knowledge about handball has to be acquired, learned (classes, manuals, rulebook, 
practice). It is not part of the knowledge of general language users. 
2. Speakers, players, sports officials are subject field experts. The users or recipients are 
experts and the general public, who learn handball terminology through repeated exposure 
and usage. 
3. Handball knowledge is usually formal; exceptions happen during matches when players 
do not have time to follow that convention. 
4. Handball has several distinct language-based and text-based features. 
5. Handball language can differ based on the degree of abstraction and the text type 
(rulebook vs. actual real-life application by experts). Dialects almost never influence 
terminology itself. They may appear in informal communication but even that is 
extremely rare, especially in Slovene. 
6. Handball language has similar features to other specialized languages. 
7. Handball terminology draws terms from the general language (ball, line, bench). While 
this thesis does not deal with any potential handball determinologized terms, there are 
cases where terms can become part of the general language (e.g., suspension).  
 
While these criteria are not absolute, they do show that the language of handball can be 
considered a specialized language. 
 
Sports language operates in a so-called “highly specialised linguistic reality” (Cocca, Rericha, 
Martinez 2015, 1). Its users have assigned linguistic roles which they carry out in different 
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ways. Referees use sets of laconic expression alongside hand gestures which symbolise their 
status or command over the game. Coaches have a special register and style, very different 
from the players or officials. Players use a special language in order to communicate, as do 
the spectators participating in the match. Gotti (2003, 81) describes the language of sport as a 
field with specific objectives and prerequisites. It has to be succinct and highly effective. 
Zummo (2008) places sports language somewhere between code and jargon. It has two sides 
to it. It is a physical activity which in turn means it has a specialized vocabulary for 
equipment, movement, techniques and strategies. It is also a business, an entertainment which 
means it is advertised as a product. Everything, from the media, advertisement, changes to the 
system, contribute to potential changes or improvements to the vocabulary. 
 
The English language and globalization of sports go hand in hand. In the 20th century, both 
started to spread worldwide (Crystal 2003; Graddol 1998). English became and still is the 
international language of sports, even for sports that are not popular in the UK, like handball 
(Budinčič, 2013). Before the 20th century, sports terminology developed differently in regions 
across the world. If we discount the major influence of Latin and Greek, there was no single 
dominant language which was also used internationally, like English today. But if we take a 
closer look at Greek and Latin, due to their historical importance, we find that they heavily 
populate sports terminology. Up until the globalization of English, these two languages were 
the major influencers of languages across the world. After that, English took up that role and 
the two languages became supporting characters but nonetheless still very important 
(Budinčič 2018, 73−74). 
 
Some well-known terms that originally come from Greek are athlete, practice, strategy, 
tactics, trophy, Olympism and many more. Latin also boasts a great selection of well-known 
terms: rival, duel, triumph, legend, action, junior (The Penguin English Dictionary, 1995). 
Thanks to Pierre de Coubertin, the French language was introduced to sports and had a huge 
impact on sports development and terminology. Out of that came terms such as champion, 
chance, double, medals, league, career (Budinčič 2018, 74; The Penguin English Dictionary, 
1995). 
 
Besides Greek, Latin and French, English borrowed from a lot of other languages through the 
centuries (Kemmer 2019). The influence of foreign languages on sports was analysed by 
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Budinčič in her paper On Loan words in English Sports Terminology. The analysis covered 
over 200 sports and the results showed that sports loan words have several common features 
(Budinčič 2014, 1848−1849): 
- Borrowings are usually adapted to the English orthography and pronunciation. 
- Some terms do not get assimilated into English and are deemed to be foreign words. 
-  Terms denote characteristics of their origin culture. 
- Most of the borrowings in English sports terminologies are from Far East martial arts 
(e.g., sumo, aikido, ju-jitsu). Foreign language influence can also be seen in the term fields 
of other sports (e.g., lacrosse, sombo, hurling) (Sportovi – Vizuelna enciklopedija 2007). 
English is a rich language but as it can be seen from Budinčič’ analysis, the influence of other 
languages had major impact on the development of English as a global language. 
6. RESEARCH 
6. 1. Methodology 
6. 1. 1. Term Extraction 
 
The English terms for the analysis were taken from the official rulebook and the official pages 
of European Handball Federation (EHF) and International Handball Federation (IHF). The 
rulebook was checked to see if it was the latest version. At the time of the writing, that 
version was July 2016. The next scheduled revision of rules is said to be at the end of the 
2020 season. Even so, there should not be any major changes to the rules or terms used so it 
has no effect on the analysis. Both, EHF and IHF, have a compact glossary on their websites 
for some of the most commonly used terms in handball. Those will be consulted first but for 
the more detailed search, the rulebook will be consulted. There are no handball terminological 
dictionaries, either in English or Slovene. The research, alongside the compiled glossary, 
could offer some insight for any future terminographic work in this field. For additional term 
selection, individual research projects done in handball were consulted, which will be 
mentioned during the analysis.  
 
 Finding the Slovene equivalents proved to be more challenging. The official page of 
Handball Federation of Slovenia (RZS) is not as extensive as that of its global counterparts 
and is not as frequently updated as its English counterpart. It does not have any sort of 
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glossary, at least not at the time of writing this paper. The page does offer an online Slovene 
version of the rulebook but it does not specify which version it is. During the term extraction, 
special attention was given to make sure the two versions matched. The Linguee online 
database was also consulted during the analysis, mostly for basic terms since I suspected that 
the database may yield better results for basic terms rather than complex multi-word terms. 
Also, Slovar slovenskega knjižnega jezika (SSKJ) consulted for some of the terms. The 
decision was made that English would be the source language and Slovene the receiving 
language.  
 
In the initial phase of term extraction, more than 120 potential term candidates were extracted 
from the abovementioned sources. Simple terms, like attack and defence were excluded from 
the analysis, since they are fairly basic terms found in most sports and already have a well-
known and established Slovene equivalent. First, the most common and accessible terms were 
extracted. This includes terms about player positions, the court and basic rules of the game. 
This will help with the analysis of the commentary and the subsequent comparison of the two 
analyses. The more complex terms or terms that have yet to be defined in one language or 
another, were left for the last part of the compilation and were given special attention. There 
are quite a few terms that do not have a proper equivalent. A special Discussion section is 
created in order to give these terms a more thorough analysis. 
 
In order to be as objective as possible, clear criteria for term recognition had to be established. 
The criteria already put forward in section 7.3 have of course also been put to use. In some 
special cases, cases that will also be discussed in the Discussion section, had to be subjective 
to some degree. During the analysis, some observations about term recognition have been 
made: 
- Potential terms in handball appear in all forms and fields of the game; from basic rules of 
the game, court shape, player positions and actions, defence compositions, etc. As such, 
context played a role in helping with recognition of some terms. 
- Verbs appear in great number in handball, mainly as commands or simple short terms. 
- Multi-word terms are difficult to recognize and categorize. We have to take into 
consideration free combinations and collocations but also make sure to differentiate them 
from multi-word terms. It cannot be said that they are more prominent in one field of the 
sport than the other. 
- Collocations that originate in the general language most of the time do not present a 
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problem but collocations in specialized texts can be important to the subject field if they 
refer to relationships between concepts and may therefore seem terminological 
(Bergenholtz and Tarp 1995, 121; Cabré 1999, 91; Wright 1997a, 16). 
- Only conceptually stable multi-word units are terms. This sets them apart from multi-
word lexemes in general lexicography (Rey 1995, 67-68). 
- Cabré (1999, 137) lists some practical applications in order to analyse a phrase as a term: 
a. A phrase is lexically centred around a single base; 
b. Other elements cannot be inserted into the terminological phrase; 
c. Parts of the phrase cannot be modified on their own; 
d. A synonym can replace the term; 
e. There is an antonym in the same subject field 
f. The frequency of occurrence in specialized texts 
- If a multi-word unit consists of one or more single-word terms, it becomes difficult to 
recognize whether we are talking about a complex term or a free combination/collocation. 
A couple of such examples appeared in the analysis: goalkeeper’s restraining line – 
vratarjeva črta, out of play – izven igrišča/igre, secretary bench – zapisnikarska miza. 
Wright’s (1997a, 14) solution is to see whether or not the multi-word unit represents an 
independent concept which may be more than the sum of its parts. 
a. In order to truly encapsulate as much as possible, the official handball rulebook is 
a good place to start. It holds a detailed analysis of the entire structure of handball. 
It is divided into sections with each talking about a specific segment of the game. 
The only minor issue is that it contains both term and non-terms and some sorting 
was necessary. When it comes to secondary sources, especially in Slovene, there 
are major discrepancies compared to the official rulebook. These secondary 
sources, game analysis or research papers, tend to use visual aids or paraphrasing 
in order to explain terms, which largely depends on the target audience. If the 
target audience is other qualified officials, coaches, referees, paraphrasing is less 
common and proper terms are used. If the target group is spectators, younger age 
categories of players, paraphrasing and visual aids are more common. 
b. Term recognition proved quite challenging. In order to differentiate terms from 
non-terms, cross-linguistic comparison was used. It means that if an English 
candidate for a term proved difficult to analyse, the Slovene equivalent was 
consulted. This is especially useful for multi-word candidates. If they have a 
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single-word equivalent in another language, they are more likely to be terms 
(Wright 1997a, 15; Cabré 1999, 137). There were some examples of multi-word 
Slovene terms that have a single-word English counterpart: odbita žoga – rebound, 
ukradena žoga – steal, sprejem žoge – amortizing. 
c. Handball utilizes terms that are not exclusive to just handball. There are some that 
appear in multiple sports, especially in ball sports. I have decided to include some 
of these terms in the analysis since they serve a function in handball, except for the 
previously mentioned basic terms that already have a well-known Slovene 
equivalent. 
6. 1. 2. Categorization 
 
With the draft of the glossary compiled, analysis could begin. Terms were categorized based 
on their origin as calques, borrowings or native terms. We covered the criteria for 
differentiating between them in section 7.4.1. As mentioned, borrowings are easier to 
recognize but calques and native terms proved more of a challenge. Additional guidelines in 
conjunction with the criteria mentioned in 7.4.1 were as follows: 
 
- To be considred a possible calque, a term needs to have more than one lexical morpheme. 
- It was clear from the start that borrowings and calques were going to be rarer than native 
terms. Surprisingly, between calques and borrowings, the latter appeared to be the rarer 
of the two. The numbers of calques were also higher due to the fact that some terms were 
categorized as calques despite not being an exact literal translation. One of the patterns 
that was analysed as such is that of an English noun + noun compound translated into 
Slovene as an adjective + noun phrase, e.g., goalkeeper throw – vratarjev met.  
- Some terms have several different equivalents in Slovene and were marked as such. With 
some terms, this meant that an English term had a combination of a calque, borrowing 
and a native term equivalent in Slovene, e.g., counter – kontra, protinapad. 
- There are a number of terms that I have not found an equivalent in either Slovene or 
English. I have proposed several alternatives for these terms. Some of the English terms 
that do not have a Slovene equivalent were added into the survey where the participants 
could analyse the choices based on form and user-friendliness. 
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6. 2. Survey 
The aim of the survey was to determine the practical application of Slovene handball terms. 
The target group consisted of players and their unique environment both on and off the pitch. 
In the first part, the focus was on terms which had several possible variants in Slovene. This 
included variants found within the rulebook or somewhere else, including possible colloquial 
variants. The participants were asked to choose the option they felt most comfortable using in 
any given situation, be it formal, during the match, press conference or amongst fellow peers. 
The number of terms used in the first part was 23. I stopped at 23 since the survey consisted 
of two parts and I felt that adding more terms would discourage the participant from finishing 
the survey. The second part of the survey dealt with English terms that I could not find a 
Slovene equivalent anywhere. That included the rulebook, the official page of the Rokometna 
zveza Slovenije, handball research papers or any dictionary. The participants were given 12 
terms to analyse. Each term had several equivalents to choose from. 
 
The survey started with some questions pertaining to the participant’s background. They were 
asked, anonymously, to provide information about their age and level of education. The 
survey was distributed amongst handball players of local clubs. The reason I targeted only 
players for the survey is because they were my primary target audience since they would 
benefit most from this research. Second, they were the easiest to access since I still have some 
connections as a former player and each club usually has a group on Facebook or Discord. 
Other target groups, like club officials or referees or anyone from an officiating body, are hard 
to reach. Even if I managed to get a sample from one of the other target groups, it would not 
be big enough, which meant that the results would not be representative. Another important 
question was whether the participants prefer to use English or Slovene handball terminology. 
 
The main part was made out of questions on the usage of handball terms. Under each term, 
the participants were given a Slovene definition of the term, and they were asked to select one 
or several terms that they use. They were instructed to choose the terms they feel most 
comfortable with and not necessarily the term that they know is standardized. Under each 
term was also an option to add their equivalent if they felt that none of the above is the one 
they use. There was also space to add their comments on the terms. This could include 
anything they thought relevant, e.g., the reason they chose one equivalent over the other, the 
contexts they use the variants. 
The survey was posted online using 1ka, an online survey platform. The survey was sent to 
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local first division clubs. It was open from the 9th of August until 30th of August. I decided to 
extend the survey since August is the month of preparations for all clubs, which means that a 
lot of the participants were training abroad. Total responses recorded, after eliminating the 
non-valid entries, were 107. The main analysis was a tally of the different answers; the results 
are presented in 6.3.2. Any additional information is discussed in the Discussion section. The 
survey itself is included as Appendix B: Survey. 
6. 3. Results 
This section contains the results of the empirical analysis. It is divided into three parts. The 
results of categorization are presented first, followed by the survey results and lastly, the 
results of the analysis of the live commentary.  
 
There is a total of 123 English terms. The basic results of the analysis are as follows: in phase 
1 out of 123 Slovene equivalents, the majority are native terms (93). There are 5 borrowings 
and 24 calques, as can be seen Figure 5. After phase 2, 36 additional native terms were 
discovered, followed by 16 calques and 4 more borrowings (see Figure 6). 
 
 
Figure 5: Categorization results, phase 1 
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Figure 6: Categorization results, phase 2 
 
The survey was sent out to the majority of Slovene clubs that play in the first Slovene division 
(1.NLB league). The target audience were players that play in the first division, since with 
their experience playing both league games and European matches, they best qualify for the 
survey. The survey received 107 valid responses, which means that approximately 7 full 
teams responded to the survey, which is more than half of the first division teams. This was 
used as the basis for calculating percentages of the survey. First, the results of the general 
questions are discussed. 
 
The participants were asked to provide their approximate age. Fifty-five (51%) were aged 16–
25 and 52 (49%) were between the ages of 26–35. The rest of the option got zero entries. 
The second question was about the level of education of the participants. The available 
answers were: 
- primary school: 1 (1%) 
- secondary school: 55 (51%) 
- vocational school: 16 (51%) 
- higher education, either professional or academic: 35 (33%) 
 
The participants were asked if Slovene was their mother tongue. One hundred and two 
participants answered positive. Note that the number is fewer than the total 107, the question 
was marked as optional. When asked which language they preferred to use when using 
handball terminology, 106 participants answered Slovene, 31 chose English, 7 also answered 
Croatian and 3 participants also chose German. Note that the total tally is more than 107.  
The participants were given the choice to choose more than one answer. 
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The main part of the survey dealt with individual terms. The results are ordered from most 
frequent to least frequent. For each term, the number of users and percentage is listed. 
Participants were given the freedom to choose multiple Slovene terms for each English term. 
If any term was added manually under “Other”, it was only treated as valid entry, if it was 
entered by more than one participant. The results are as follows: 
- Free throw line: devetmetrovka 83 (78%), 9-metrska črta 23 (21%), črta za prosti met 4 
(4%); 
- Goal area: kazenski prostor 52 (50%), vratarjev prostor 45 (43%), golmanov prostor 11 
(10%). Two answers under Other, šesterc and znotri 6, both had only one entry and were 
disregarded from the analysis; 
- Pivot: pivot 76 (73%), krožni napadalec 33 (32%), linijski igralec 2 (2%) 
- Centre back: sredina 58 (56%), srednji zunanji igralec 33 (32%), organizator 14 (14%), 
Other: srednji 5 (5%); 
- Counter: kontra 60 (58%), protinapad 39 (38%), hitri protinapad 12 (12%); 
- Spin shot: frulja 61 (59%), zavrtinčen strel 26 (25%), Other 7 frk (7%), zavrtinčena žoga 
6 (6%), suhi list 6 (6%), zaviti strel 3 (3%); 
- Cobweb: čošak 77 (79%), stresel je pajčevino 15 (15%), zadeti pod prečko 8 (8%), Other 
2 90° (2%); 
- Targeted attacking situation: višek 63 (61%), nalet 29 (28%), prodreti skozi ombrambo 
16 (16%), razigrati obrambo 2 (2%); 
- Wing player cross: Dva! 57 (56%), vletavanje krila 45 (44%), križanje kril 7 (7%), Other: 
drugi pivot 2 (2%); 
- Passive play: ura! 84 (80%), pasivna igra 25 (24%), zavlačevanje igre 3 (3%); 
- Blocking: blok 86 (89%), blokada 11 (11%); 
- Unsportsmanlike conduct: nešportno vedenje/poteza 68 (68%), nefer igra 19 (19%), 
nameren prekršek 17 (17%); Non-valid entry dve minuti 
- Out of play: “aut” 94 (96%), izven igrišča 4 (4%), izven igre 1 (1%); 
- Goalkeeper throw: vratarjev/golmanov met 66 (65%), vratarjeva/golmanova žoga 37 
(36%), Other: non-valid entry podaja golmana; 
- 7-metre throw: sedemmetrovka 63 (61%), penal 32 (31%), najstrožja kazen 19 (18%); 
- Throw-in: izvajanje “auta” 83 (81%), met iz “auta” 10 (10%), stranski met 8 (8%), 
Other: “aut” 2 (2%) 
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- Combined defence system: 3-2-1 obramba 94 (94%), neconska obramba 6 (6%), 
neconska postavitev 1 (1%); 
- Overarm shot: bič 94 (96%), strel nad ramo 4 (4%), polkrožni strel 2 (2%); 
- Bounced shot: nafta 69 (68%), strel z odbojem 18 (18%), nizki strel 9 (9%), Other: žabca 
7 (7%), od tal 2 (2%) 
- Man marking: pressing 60 (58%), flajštr 44 (43%), odrezati igralca 9 (9%), Other: 
pokrivanje 2 (2%); 
- Defence posture: preža 89 (89%), obrambni položaj 13 (13%), obrambna poza 1 (1%); 
- Sidestepping: obrambni premik 76 (74%), spustiti se v nogah 25 (24%), Other: obrambno 
gibanje 2 (2%); 
- Fake run: lažna igra 60 (58%), nakazati lažno gibanje 23 (22%), lažno vtekanje 21 
(20%), Other: trz 3 (3%), fake vtekanje 2 (2%); Non-valid entry lažno gibanje; 
- Underarm shot: strel iz boka 50 (48%), bočni strel 35 (34%), zavrnjen strel 17 (16%), 
Other: strel od spodaj 2 (2%); 
- No-look pass: “no-luk” pass/ “no luk” podaja 88 (90%), podaja brez pogleda 8 (8%), 
podaja na pamet 5 (5%); 
- Crossing: vletavanje 69 (69%), križanje 29 (29%), menjava mest 9 (9%); 
- Jumping hip shot: bočni strel iz skoka 67 (66%), zavrnjen strel iz skoka 21 (21%), nizki 
strel iz skoka 11 (11%); Non-valid entries: strel iz skoka od spodaj, strel mimo boka.  
- Leaning back shot: nagnjen strel čez glavo 53 (51%), nagnjen strel 36 (35%), Doder strel 
7 (7%), Other: eret 6 (6%); Non-valid entry: strel iz zaklona 
- Tete-a-tete defence: obramba z izpadanjem 89 (88%), nestatična obramba 7 (7%), odprta 
obramba 5 (%); Non-valid entry: agresivna obramba 
- Radenovic feint: preigravanje čez glavo 68 (67%), dvojno preigravanje 20 (20%), 
Radenovič preigravanje/dribling 14 (14%), Other: dvojna finta 2 (2%); Non-valid entry: 
finta čez glavo; 
- Smallholder feint: lažni strel v preigravanje 83 (81%), nakažeš in preigraš 18 (18%), 
Other: finta z lažnim zamahom 2 (2%) 
- Jump shot feint: lažni strel iz skoka 54 (53%), skok-nakažeš-preigraš 33 (33%), lažno 
preigravanje s skokom 14 (14%), Other: lažni skok šut 2 (2%); 
- Sideway pass: stranska podaja 50 (52%), hitra podaja 30 (31%), bočna podaja 18 (19%); 
Non-valid entries: podaja iz zapestja, potisk. 
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- Behind-the-back pass: podaja za hrbtom 96 (95%), podaja za glavo 6 (6%), podaja zadaj 
1 (1%); 
- Fall shot: strel s padcem 84 (84%), pivotski strel 18 (18%), izsiljen strel 0 (0%); 
- Screening: blokada 85 (84%), zapreti prostor 10 (10%), zablokirati 7 (7%) 
6. 3. 1. Analysis of a live commentary of a handball match 
 
I had several criteria while searching for a handball match. First, it had to be a European 
match or an international match between national teams. This ensured that I would be 
analysing a match played at the highest level possible in handball. The match analysed was a 
game during the European Handball Championship 2020. Second, the commentator had to be 
a veteran in the field. I wanted to find a commentator who had experience behind him and 
knew the game inside and out. I found a duo of commentators who are handball experts, 
Tomaž Kovšca and Roman Pungartnik, the latter being a former top Slovenian player. Third, 
the match had to be played sometime after 2016 since that is when a new iteration of rules 
was implemented. Lastly, the match had to be available online, which proved to be a 
challenge. It seems that while handball is one of the most popular sports in Slovenia, there is 
no archive of handball games available readily anywhere. Handball Federation of Slovenia 
(RZS) has a Youtube channel with a couple of league games but with no commentary. These 
are intended for clubs in order to analyse their opponents. Other media outlets, SportKlub, 
POP TV, KanalA, have only highlights in their archives. Only RTVSLO has a proper video 
archive but even that is quite scarce with content. After some digging through their archive, I 
came across a match between Slovenia and Iceland which checked all my criteria.  
 
The main goal of the analysis of the commentary is to observe the usage of handball 
terminology in practice. Compiling terminology in an academic environment is different to 
the actual application in the real world. The results should allow me to compare them with the 
results of the survey and the compiled glossary. The terms used by the commentators will be 
presented in alphabetical order according to their Slovene variant and then compared to the 
glossary. The transcription of the commentary can be found in the Appendix section as 
Appendix C: Transcription. 
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1. 1-on-1 action: the term used by the commentators matches the one in the glossary. The 
commentators use 1 na 1 five times during the match. They also used akcija 1 na 1 and 
igra 1 na 1, both just once.  
2. 2-minute suspension: The entry in the glossary is izključitev za 2 minuti, which was only 
used once by the commentators. The most common variant is the shortened version 
izključitev with 15 entries, followed by 2 minuti with 2 entries. This is most likely due to 
the time constraint commentating a live match. There is an issue with izključitev since it is 
often used as a synonym for the term diskvalifikacija which means you are expulsed for 
the entire game, mostly like because of an assault of some kind. If used without the proper 
context, the use of izključitev could lead to some ambiguity. 
3. Goal area: the entries in the glossary, kazenski prostor and vratarjev prostor, do not make 
an appearance during the match. The commentators again tend to use the shortened 
version prostor (3 entries) to refer to that area but without any additional context, this 
variant could not be a standalone term. It is too ambiguous on its own. It could refer to 
any space, the space between the defence, the players and the whole playing area. But 
they also used variants, which did not come up during the research. They used 6-metrski 
prostor and 6-metrovka, both just once. They used the 6-metre line as their reference point 
since it circles the whole area around the goal. 
4. 7-metre throw: the entries coincide. The variant, sedemmetrovka, was used 29 times, 
while najstrožja kazen was used twice. Penal, a common variant that was chosen in the 
survey, is never used. It shows the difference in registers between the players and the 
commentators.  
5. Free throw: the glossary has two entries, prosti met, izvajanje devetmetrovke. Again, a 
shortened version is most commonly used, devetmetrovka, at 5 entries. They also used 
prosti strel once which is almost the same as prosti met, except for the headword strel, 
which is a synonym of met. 
6.  Player combination: another match with the glossary entries, akcija (2 entries) and 
kombinacija (1 entry). 
7. Assist: There is no deviation from the glossary entries, asistenca and podaja. The former 
is used 8 times and is clearly the more common variant, while podaja is only mentioned 
once in this context. Podaja has a secondary meaning a pass which is not relevant for this 
term. 
8. Block: the most common variant is blok (5 entries), followed by blokada (2 entries) and a 
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new entry centralni blok. This refers to the two defensive players, the two defensive 
pivots, who are in charge of blocking and helping their goalkeeper. It is used twice during 
the match. 
9. Save: the official Slovene term is obramba but does not make an appearance in this 
context. Rather, the verb form braniti is used 6 times. This is done in order to avoid 
mistaking the term with the term defence which has the same official equivalent obramba. 
10. Alley oop: this is an interesting example. It is a basketball term which crossed over to 
handball. The Slovene term is cepelin. It is used just once. It is a play where one player 
spots his teammate jumping into the goal area and then receiving the pass mid-air and 
shooting.  
11. Goal: At first, I did not want to include this term in the analysis, since it is a basic term 
across all ball sports. After reviewing the transcription, I found some interesting results. 
Instead of just using the official Slovene term, zadetek or gol (the two most common 
forms, at 9 and 29 entries respectively), they used descriptive terms like žoga čez črto or 
žoga v mreži. 
12. Delegate: the glossary entry, delegate, is used twice. 
13. Back-court player: The term refers to the two players on the either side of the out court. 
The glossary entry, zunanji igralec, is used 5 times. Another form that is used is desna 
stran or leva stran, both at 2 entries. But, the two variants as standalone terms, with no 
context, could present some ambiguity problems. Leva stran and desna stran could also 
refer to the wing players which means that without the proper context, the variants should 
not be used for reasons of clarity. 
14. Passive play: the glossary entries, pasivna igra and ura, are surprisingly never used. The 
colloquial variant ura was a popular choice in the survey, which again highlights the 
difference in registers used by the two groups. Instead, they used dolg napad and 
dvignjeni roki sodnikov. The first is self-explanatory, the team is taking too long in the 
attack and are stripped of possession. The second makes a connection to the referees using 
the proper hand signal to indicate a passive play. They raise one of their hands with their 
palm extended. This was the most common form with 6 entries. 
15. Jump shot: no mention of the glossary entry, strel iz skoka. Instead, they used the verb 
form dvigniti se. With no context to explain the situation, this is not a proper term to use.  
16. Feint: the commentators use the glossary entry, preigravati, 11 times. They also use the 
colloquial expression finta, which did not come up during my research, two times. 
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17. Fast centre: another term that is unique to handball. It is a special tactic used when the 
opponent scores and one of the players is already pre-emptively running towards the 
center in order to execute a fast centre. It usually capitalizes on an empty goal. The 
Slovene variant is hitri center, a literal translation of the English term. It is used 3 times 
during the match. 
18. Pivot: the glossary entries pivot and krožni napadalec are used twice and 5 times 
respectively. They also forgo using both by saying na črto, igra na črto but these are not 
as transparent. It relies heavily on people knowing that a pivot moves around the 6-metre 
line. Without that background knowledge, the substitution fails. 
19.  Standing shot: they do not use the variant found in academic articles, strel iz tal, instead 
they use izmet iz tal. It may look like a good variant but izmet actually means the process 
of winding up your arm to shoot. It is not the actual shot itself. It is used to describe how 
fast a player can move his arm from a neutral position to a firing position. While they only 
used the variant twice in the whole game, it is still not a proper variant to describe the 
concept of a standing shot. 
20. Team: another basic term which at first, I did not want to include in the analysis. What 
made the term interesting is the noun form the commentators used 6 times during the 
match, klop or slovenska klop. The noun klop is given the meaning of team. It is 
particularly unique to Slovene; it does not work in English. 
21. Travelling: the results match the glossary entry. Koraki is used 6 times. No other variant 
is used during the match. 
22. Wing player: they use the glossary entry krilni igralec twice and its clipped version krilo 
8 times. This also includes the specific winger position, levo krilo and desno krilo. 
23. Crossing: no other entry is used except for the glossary entry, križanje. 
24. Substitution: the official Slovene variant is menjava and it is used 6 times. The secondary 
variant, rezerva, has no entries. 
25. Time-out: the borrowing time-out is surprisingly never used. The native term, minuta 
odmora, is used 3 times in the whole match. They also used a verbal form ustaviti uro 
once to refer to the referees stopping the game for a time-out. 
26. Centre back: the full version srednji zunanji igralec is never used, mostly probably due to 
its longer form which is not suitable for a commentary of a fast-paced game. Instead, they 
use the native term organizator and the clipped version of the glossary entry, sredina. 
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27. Behind-the-back pass: the one entry used is the same as in the glossary, podaja za 
hrbtom. 
28. Targeted attacking situation: the glossary entry nalet is used twice and višek is used 3 
times. They also used a verb form zabadati, which according to the Dictionary of the 
Slovenian Standard Language (SSKJ) means to s sunki, potiskanjem delati, da koničasti 
del predmeta pride v kaj. Naturally, only the motion part of the term applies in handball. 
Players keep pushing towards the defensive line in order to create a gap in their line.  
29. Yellow card: the calque entry in the glossary, rumeni karton, is not used but the native 
term opomin is used 3 times. 
30. Counter: apart from using the glossary entry protinapad, pol protinapad, they also used a 
verb phrase potegniti na drugo polovico. 
31. Standby position: they do not use preža, the Slovene term most commonly found in 
articles, to refer to the defensive standby position. They use the more colloquial 
expression poza but only once. It is uncertain as to why they do not use the official 
variant. It could be that situations where they could use the term itself, are quite scarce 
during a match. The term is mostly used for training techniques and practice methods. 
32. Crossbar: They use the same variant as in the glossary, prečka. They also use stativa to 
refer to the crossbar. 
33. Offensive foul: the commentators use the glossary entry prekršek v napadu 10 times. 
Apart from that, they also describe the foul with the phrase nepravilno oviranje, which 
cannot be found in any academic articles. It is restricted to the register during a 
commentary of a match. 
34. Overstep: the glossary entry prestop has the most entries at 3 but they also described the 
action with the phrase vzel je žogo iz prostora. It does need context in order to mean the 
same. The unique situation where it can mean the same as prestop, is when the ball 
rebounds from a save and the attacker wants to pick the ball from the goal area, which is 
not allowed and it is classified as an overstep. 
35. Steal: at only one entry, prestrežena žoga, it matches the entry in the glossary. 
36. National team: as with all previous basic terms that can be found in the majority of 
sports, the 4 entries match the glossary term reprezentanca. 
37. National coach: another basic term which warranted no special attention. The glossary 
entry selector is repeated twice. 
38. Referee: no distinction between the referees is made. Goal line and court referee are both 
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referred as sodnik. It does not pose a problem for the spectators to not know the 
distinction but for the referees and for the delegate, it is essential to know the difference as 
each referee has certain privileges and responsibilities. 
39. Tête-à-tête defence: no mention of the glossary entry obramba z izpadanjem but they do 
make a similar distinction by using the phrases stopiti korak ven and stopiti ven. They 
highlight that particular defence’s formation movement to describe the concept. Another 
interesting variant that they mention is visoka obramba. It is unclear if they used it to refer 
to that particular defence. They used it in a situation when the opposing team was playing 
a defence that had some similarities to tête-à-tête defence. 
40. Goalkeeper: the glossary entry vratar is repeated 12 times, while the colloquial 
expression golman is not mentioned. Interestingly, they use the phrase v vratih to refer to 
the goalkeepers’ position. Similarly, in football, they use med vratnicama stoji to refer to 
the goalkeeper. 
41. Secretary bench: only one entry and it matches the term in the glossary, zapisnikarska 
miza. 
42. Spin shot: Interestingly, none of the glossary entries are used. Instead, they use zvita žoga.  
43. Jump shot: there is no mention of the glossary variant strel iz skoka, which is surprising 
since there were numerous occasions where player did use that particular shot. Instead, 
they used streljati iz drugega nadstropja and strel iz 9 metrov. 
44. Game sense: they use the same Slovene equivalent pregled that is listed in the glossary.  
45. Foul: apart from using the glossary entry prekršek, they frequently specify what kind of 
foul was committed, e.g., udarec, vlečenje za dres, obesil se je nanj etc. 
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7. DISCUSSION 
The results of the empirical analysis are discussed in this section. Particularly, I looked for 
any evidence that would allow me to judge whether or not Slovene handball terminology is 
user-friendly and which of the term formation methods is more prominent in handball and 
why. To accomplish that, I examined all the terms based on their form, length and part of 
speech. Additionally, the results of the survey and the live commentary are compared in order 
to see if or rather where are discrepancies in usage. Finally, any terms that I deemed to be 
unique are further discussed in this section.  
7. 1.  Categorization results 
I divided the results of the categorization into two phases for an easier overview. Phase 1 
shows the results before the survey and commentary results were compiled. Phase 2 of the 
analysis adds any additional Slovene equivalents that were not present in the phase 1 term 
extraction and categorization.  
Not surprisingly, the phase 1 results of term extraction and categorization show that the 
majority of terms are native terms (almost 80%). It shows that the purist terminology is strong 
in Slovene (see 4.4.7), which can be seen with terms that already have a perfectly acceptable 
borrowing for terms like goal or time-out, there is always a native term (zadetek and minuta 
odmora) ready to replace them. While these two are fairly basic terms found in the majority 
of sports, other more complex terms exhibit the same pattern: pivot has a proper native term 
krožni napadalec, disqualification has the native term izključitev instead of the calque 
diskvalifikacija. Phase 2 further proved that native terms are abundant in handball 
terminology. An additional 35 native terms were discovered from the survey and commentary 
results. They were subsequently added to the glossary. 
 
The number of calques is higher than expected (more than 15%). Also, it needs to be taken 
into consideration that fairly basic terms (attack, defend, pass, etc.) were excluded from the 
analysis and a majority of them are considered calques. Certainly, the number of calques is 
much higher than previously predicted. In general, calques are quite rare. It would be 
interesting to see if the number would continue to climb if even more intricate elements of 
handball were to be analysed. After analysing phase 2 results, the number of calques 
increased by further 12 entries. 
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Borrowings comprise less than 5% of the total Slovene equivalents. The number is much 
lower than expected, especially considering that calques are much more frequent than 
borrowings. It is very unusual for calques to be the more prominent categories of the two. I 
suspect that players’ unique registry holds more borrowings than my analysis showed. A more 
detailed research focused primarily on the players of all age categories would have to be 
carried out. I expect some discrepancies amongst different player age groups. English terms 
could also be the reason for a lower frequency of borrowings, since a number of examples are 
very long, difficult to perceive and not user-friendly. Examples include double forward 
performance, combined defence system, targeted attacking situation, goalkeeper’s restraining 
line, leaning back shot, putting down the ball, responsible team official. These examples, and 
others similar examples, are all multi-word phrases that describe complex terms and are 
difficult to translate. People may find it hard to adopt a borrowing from such terms, so, for 
better or worse, they have to use the native term even if it is as complex as its English 
counterpart. Everything withstanding, the results show that borrowings are quite rare in 
handball terminology, which further cements the purist tendency in Slovene to nativize 
foreign terms. Three additional borrowings were found after phase 2, which does not change 
the overall results. 
 
Considering the three basic processes of native term formation, which were discussed in 
4.4.4., the most common method is semantic extension. These are terms like prodor (break 
through), prečka (crossbar), prekršek (foul), menjava (substitute), cepelin (alley oop). We 
already discussed (see 4.4.4.) how they could be further sub-classified into examples of 
metaphor, metonymy, synecdoche and semantic envelopment. The analysis did not examine 
the terms on such a deep level but it seems that the terms seem more likely to be formed 
metaphorically than with any other method. The above examples show that even though the 
terms are nativized, some influence of the original English term can still be observed, which 
means that besides borrowings and calques, the original English term also influences native 
terms, even if it cannot be overtly seen. 
 
Terminological phrases are also quite common amongst native terms: kratka podaja (slow 
pass), prevzem igralca (taking over), preigravanje čez glavo (windmill feint), odbita žoga 
(rebound). There are few examples of newly formed words or rather terms that were created 
exclusively for handball. This could be due to the fact that handball shares some of its 
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terminology with other sports (football, basketball, etc.). Some of these sports have a longer 
history and are more popular, which means that a lot of terms are first coined in the more 
popular sports and then eventually passed down to handball. Of course, handball has its own 
unique terms, e.g., nulti korak (zero contact), eret (leaning back shot), srednji zunanji igralec 
(centre back). 
 
There are only a couple of examples of borrowings but as we discussed in 4.4.2., there are 
different degrees of adaption of borrowings in Slovene. Two of the borrowings are still in 
phase 2, lob and pivot. Their written form remains the same but the pronunciation is slightly 
adapted to Slovene phonology. Other 6 examples have reached stage 3, where they underwent 
orthographical adaptation: no look pass/podaja (no-look pass), blok (block), favl (foul), 
presing (pressing), kris kros (criss cross), penal (penalty). 
 
After compiling all the terms, I proceeded to analyse their structures. I expected to find some 
discrepancies in parts of speech in Slovene equivalents from their English counterparts but 
found out that in the majority of cases the two languages match. There are some exceptions, 
especially after looking at the results of the commentary: steal – ukradena žoga, ball fake – 
varanje z žogo, body feint – varanje s telesom, pivot – na črti, goalkeeper – v vratih. The last 
two terms, extracted from the commentary, definitely need context to be transparent. 
 
Ideally, in terminography a single term should refer to only one concept (see 4.2), which, if 
we take a look at the glossary, is not achieved in handball terminology. Slovene has multiple 
equivalents for their English counterparts. If we take a look at terms like pivot (krožni 
napadalec, pivot, linijski igralec), 7-metre throw (najstrožja kazen, sedemmetrovka, penal), 
centre back (srednji zunanji igralec, sredina, organizator, center), they all have several 
Slovene equivalents which are used interchangeably. These are not isolated cases. Almost half 
of the terms have two or more Slovene equivalents. Some (sredina, frulja, bek) are formed 
due to practical reasons; the terms are shorter thus easier to use while still preserving their 
transparency. This could also be due to the lax standardization in the subject field, which 
could mean that a simple solution would be to enforce standardization at either the level of the 
entire subject field or enforce it at the level of the governing bodies which disseminate the 
terminology. 
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7. 2. Term length 
There is a lot of simple, short terms that consists of only one or two syllables:  foul, save, 
feint, foot, lob, steal. But term extraction was not just limited to the basic structure of 
handball, the more intricate structures of handball were also thoroughly researched, which 
means, the glossary contains a large number of more complex terms, e.g., windmill feint, 
sideway pass, smallholder feint, zero contact, jump shot. In Slovene, we can spot the same 
pattern with some simple, short terms, e.g., špaga, koraki, opomin, obramba, akcija, eret, 
smola, dvojna and the longer, more technical terms, e.g., kazenski prostor, srednji zunanji 
igralec, obrambna preža, najstrožja kazen. 
In general, Slovene terms seem to be longer than their English counterparts, syllable count 
being the criterium, e.g., assist — asistenca, amortizing — sprejem žoge, jump shot — strel iz 
skoka. Term length poses an issue in terminology. The longer the term the less user-friendly it 
becomes. This is the reason why, in practice, handball terminology is shortened in some 
cases. Longer terms are generally not well accepted. It depends on the users and their 
priorities. Players tend to clip terms in order to be able to use them faster during a match. 
Also, they are prone to using jargon terms instead of official, technical terms. Again, this is in 
part because of their environment where a term has to be economical and easy to understand. 
Some of the jargon examples include frk, dva, ura, frulja, flajštr. Their form is short, usually 
one syllable, in some rare cases two syllables. Officials, on the other hand, have to use the 
official terminology, no matter its length or complexity. In their case, colloquial expressions 
or player’s jargon are unacceptable. 
 
There are only a few examples of Slovene expressions that are shorter than their English 
counterparts: split save — špaga, targeted attacking situation — nalet, player combination — 
akcija, yellow card — opomin. 
7. 3. Survey and Commentary Results 
The survey shows an abundance of multiple Slovene equivalents for simple handball terms. 
This may lead to issues in communication amongst different user groups. Since I specifically 
targeted players in my survey, their answers showed that they quite often preferred to use 
colloquial expressions. Pivot is used by 76 (73%) participants while krožni napadalec is used 
by 33 (32%) participants, a huge margin. The colloquial expression čošak is used by 77 (79%) 
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participants. Only 15 (15%) participants preferred stresti pajčevino. A pattern emerged that 
showed that players preferred colloquial expressions or jargon terms (if they exist) to the 
official technical term. Another example is bič, which was the preferred choice for almost the 
entire pool of participants, 94 (96%). Also, the official Slovene term for throw-in – stranski 
met, only got 8% of the votes, while the phrase izvajanje auta got the majority of the votes 
(81%). The phrase consists of the borrowing aut, which is a very popular term and widely 
accepted in Slovene, which prompted the change in spelling from the English term out. The 
technical term strel nad ramo only got 4 (4%), which leads me to the conclusion that context 
or rather the environment in which the terms are being used, play an important part. Players 
rarely use term in written form, which means that their exposure to technical terms is almost 
non-existent. Their primary mode of communication is spoken language, where, as can be 
seen from the results, colloquial expressions are quite common, especially, when the official 
term is too complicated. Even when the native term was the preferred choice, sedemmetrovka 
was selected by 63 participants (61%), the borrowing was not far behind, penal was chosen 
by 32 (31%) participants. Indeed, there seems to be a clear line between formal 
communication, where native terms are abundant, and colloquial communication where 
jargon and colloquial terms prevail. 
The majority of participants answered that they use handball terminology in Slovene. English, 
surprisingly, got a higher percentage than I anticipated (29%). Since only the top two clubs in 
Slovenia experience European handball and are thus exposed to English and other languages, 
I expected the percentage to be lower. Croatian was also chosen by 7 participants and German 
by 3, but none of the participants provided any additional variants that would show any 
influence of their respective languages. It was a missed opportunity since additional 
correlation could have been made.  
 
Sports journalists often interact with athletes, officials and gain an intimate knowledge of 
their vocabulary. They adopt their jargon terms, colloquial expressions and their use of 
terminology and implement it in their coverage. There are also studio journalists who do not 
take part of socializing with athletes, which means that they are not privy to any of the inner 
workings of athletes’ vocabulary. This means that they rely more heavily on official terms 
and descriptive paraphrasing. 
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The analysis of the commentary yielded additional evidence of lack of standardization in 
Slovene handball terminology. There are some similarities between the language used by 
journalists and the one used in the survey but also a few indicators that show there are some 
discrepancies. Each of the commentators had different roles. Roman Pungartnik, with his vast 
knowledge of handball as a former player, had the role of the technical advisor. Tomaž 
Kovšca was the lead commentator, which meant that he was analysing most of the game, 
while allowing his colleague to analyse the more technical aspects of the game.  
 
First off, the usage of official terms is more frequent than in the survey but there is also a 
recurring pattern of using clipped versions of terms (izključitev instead of izključitev za 2 
minuti), less transparent terms (prostor referring to goal area) and paraphrasing (dvignil se je, 
žoga čez črto, dvignjeni roki sodnikov). There were also a couple of instances of using wrong 
terms for concepts, izmet for a shot, stativa for crossbar. Another example that could be 
classified as improper use is izključitev due to its ambiguity and double meaning. But, in 
Slovene izključitev is often used for both suspension and disqualification even though the two 
concepts are strictly kept apart in the rules.  
 
The results show that in the language of sports journalism, the use of native official terms is 
high, which can be seen in examples 1 na 1 (5 entries), sedemmetrovka (29 entries), asistenca 
(8 entries), zunanji igralec (5 entries), preigravati (11 entries). In some cases, they forgo 
using colloquial expressions completely, even though they were the player’s preferred choice, 
e.g., the native term vratar was used 12 times, while the borrowing golman was overlooked. 
The same can be observed with the term minuta odmora. The borrowing time out is never 
used.  
 
There are also a few examples of a preferred use of clipped versions of terms, in some cases 
they are even the preferred variant over the otherwise perfectly acceptable native term, e.g., 
krilo is the preferred choice with 8 entries over the native term krilni igralec, sredina is used 
once while the official term srednji zunanji igralec is never mentioned. 
 
Paraphrasing, euphemisms, irony, metonymy, metaphors and idioms are common in 
journalism. They are tools for journalists to connect with the public and make them feel 
connected to the game (Korošec 1998, 15–17).  There are several examples of paraphrasing, 
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žoga čez črto, žoga v mreži (goal), dvignjeni roki sodnikov (passive play), dvigniti se (jump 
shot), igra na črto (pivot), ustaviti uro (time-out), potegniti na drugo polovico (counter), vzel 
je žogo iz prostora (overstep), stopiti korak ven (tête-à-tête defence), v vratih (goalkeeper). 
There were cases of journalistic exaggeration, sprehoditi se skozi obrambo, streljati iz 
drugega nadstropja. These are sensationalistic phrases journalists use to entertain the public. 
They are not terms in any shape or form. They are merely there to evoke emotions in the 
public. 
 
Everything indicates that Slovene handball terminology is not properly standardized. Sports 
terminology is always under the scrutiny of the layman public. Many oppose the unnecessary 
use of borrowings and direct translations when the target language already has established 
native terms. Pistotnik (2009, 51) argues that standardization of Slovene sports terminology 
needs to be enforced. Standardized terminology makes it easier for the layman public to 
understand the concepts presented to them and, according to him, the fault for the so-called 
pollution of Slovene sports language, lies with the media. He argues that specialized 
terminology needs to be organized not only because it promotes the subject field but also 
because it promotes and preserves the identity of the country. Šugman (1997, 20) joins with 
his own critique that Slovene sports terminology is sufficiently qualified and it does not need 
to be polluted with borrowings and foreign terms. 
 
Colloquial synonyms are unavoidable, especially with so many different groups of users but 
the popularity of some these terms hints to a problem with standardized terms. Length is 
always a factor in deciding which term to use. As we established, Slovene terms are usually 
longer than their English counterparts. As such, other forms are established that undermined 
the standardized term. This does not mean that all standardized terms are problematic, in fact, 
some native terms, even with the existence of a popular colloquial synonym (favl), are the 
preferred choice (prekršek). Another reason for forming colloquial synonyms and their 
popularity, is that handball in its modern form is still a very young sport. It was formed 
roughly 50 years ago. As such, the development of its terminology was heavily influenced by 
its older siblings, football and basketball. English is the dominant language in these sports, 
which means that people are exposed to English terms first. Even when they start to learn 
native terms, English influence is always in the background, especially if native terms are not 
user-friendly. Purist movement in terminology, while logical and necessary, creates a 
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paradox. Creating native terms at the cost of transparency or user-friendliness only alienates 
the users and pushes them towards colloquial synonyms.  A less strict approach may be 
necessary for easier standardization. Not every colloquial synonym is acceptable and should 
be adopted but in the same vein, there is no need for native terms galore, if said terms turn out 
to be uneconomical and less transparent than their colloquial counterparts.  
 
The target audience in the survey were players, which can be seen from the age group, 51% 
were from the ages of 16–25 and 49% were between 26–35. Their answers are representative 
of their age group and vocation but this does limit the research sample. Additional data could 
be gathered from other age groups and their position in handball. Youth players, especially 
from the ages 6–12, are significantly less influenced by foreign languages than older 
populations. Their answers could show additional discrepancies in terminology and the results 
could show whether or not age affects terminology. Other vocations, referees, delegates and 
officials in governing bodies, could also be examined for any differences and see how 
vocation and education affects terminology. 
7. 4. Individual Terms 
This section deals with terms that were considered intriguing in some way. This included 
terms that have several different equivalents in Slovene or English, terms that I found that 
have no equivalent in Slovene, or terms that were considered to be interesting due to their 
form or function. I tried to find as many colloquial expressions as I could since they usually 
have a short, user-friendly form that can be used by players and coaches during a game where 
you have to make a split-second decision. 
7. 4. 1. Terms with several equivalents 
7. 4. 1. 1.  Free throw line 
The free throw line is a line that is 9 metres from the goal. It serves the function of executing 
free throws that were awarded due to the slight infringements. I included it in the analysis due 
to its several Slovene equivalents, 9-metrska črta, devetmetrovka and črta za prosti met. The 
first two are definitely native terms, with the latter of the two being more colloquial and easier 
to use by players and officials during a match due to its shorter form. Črta za prosti met was 
found in the official Slovene handball rulebook and in several other articles on handball. It 
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indicates that the term, which is a calque in origin, is used in a more formal environment.  
7. 4. 1. 2. Goal Area 
The goal area is marked with the 6-metre line and two quarter circles and is the area where 
only goalkeepers are allowed. I found three Slovene equivalents, all slightly different to each 
other, vratarjev prostor, golmanov prostor, kazenski prostor. The first two are very similar, 
both vratar and golman mean the same thing, the latter being the informal variant and does 
not appear as often in published articles. I analysed vratarjev prostor and golmanov prostor 
as native terms. The special variant kazenski prostor was marked as a native term and the one 
used the most in published articles and several times in the rulebook. Its structure is special 
since nowhere does it overtly state that is the goal area but it implies that this an area where 
infringements are severely punished.  
7. 4. 1. 3. Pivot 
Almost all player positions have several equivalents in Slovene and what is more, player 
positions can be substituted with numbers. There are 6 positions in handball (excluding the 
goalkeeper) and each position marks a number. This helps teams during matches where 
coaches have to instruct players to quickly switch positions. Interestingly, numbers are used 
only for players in defence, while attacking players’ positions are still called by their normal 
names. The pivot is the attacker or the central defender that operates on the 6-metre line. I 
found three possible equivalents (there could be more) in Slovene, krožni napadalec, linijski 
igralec and pivot. The native term krožni napadalec is used for both the offensive and 
defensive position and it is the one that appears most often in published articles. Linijski 
igralec, another native term, can be a bit misleading for the defensive position since in a 6-0 
defensive formation there are two pivots. The last Slovene equivalent pivot is a direct 
borrowing from English. Due to its shorter, colloquial form and seemingly easier 
pronunciation, it is popular among players. 
7. 4. 1. 4. Centre back 
Another player position, this time arguably the most important position in offense. The centre 
back is an attacker that plays in the central midfield. He organizes the attack and sometimes 
the defence if the team plays a 5+1 formation. My research yielded three Slovene equivalents, 
organizator, srednji zunanji igralec, sredina. I analysed all of them as native terms. Sredina is 
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the colloquial clipped version of srednji zunanji igralec, which most likely means it is the 
preferred choice for players and perhaps even commentators. I found another colloquial 
variant, špica, which can be used to substitute the player position name when the centre back 
is the central defender in 5+1 formations. 
7. 4. 1. 5. Spin shot 
The reason I wanted to highlight spin shot is because it is difficult to define. Players keep 
finding innovative ways to utilize this shot, like changing direction mid-air, by touching the 
ground or when the ball changes direction as soon as it leaves the hand. That is why it is 
difficult to find a singular term to explain the term. I found the colloquial variants frulja and 
suhi list, which I marked as native terms, and the formal variants zaviti strel, zavrtinčen strel, 
zavrtinčena žoga, which I marked as calques. I wanted to highlight frulja and suhi list since 
they explain the term in different ways. Frulja is when the momentum of the ball is so strong 
that it changes direction when it hits the ground, which means that the goalkeeper is ready for 
the ball to go left but in reality, it is going to swerve right. Suhi list is a bit different but the 
principle remains the same. The player feints a power shot but in a split second spins the ball 
in such a way that it goes over the goalkeeper’s head. The survey revealed another colloquial 
term used by players, e.g., frk.  
7. 4. 1. 6. Overarm shot 
There are different ways of performing overarm shots. One is in a quick, whip-like motion, 
the other by performing a full circle with your shoulder before shooting. Just like with spin 
shot it is difficult to find one variant to explain the motion. I came up with the colloquial 
variant bič, which we frequently used during practice, and the formal variants polkrožni strel 
and strel nad ramo. I analysed bič and polkrožni strel as native terms but strel nad ramo is 
considered a calque. 
7. 4. 1. 7. Passive play 
What makes this term interesting is another colloquial variant, ura, which is used to warn the 
referee of the opponent’s passive play. You can hear it constantly during a match by players 
and spectators. Like other colloquial variants, I marked it as a native term due to its unique 
form. Another possible variant and a native term is zavlačevanje igre, while pasivna igra, a 
literal translation, is a calque. Not too surprising, both zavlačevanje igre and pasivna igra can 
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be found in the rulebook and scientific articles while the colloquial variant cannot be found in 
any formal media but it can be heard during matches. 
7. 4. 1. 8. 7-metre throw 
It is granted after severe infractions or after special requirements are made according to the 
official rulebook. Slovene has three (perhaps more) variants, sedemmetrovka, penal, 
najstrožja kazen. I analysed najstrožja kazen and penal as a native term and sedemmetrovka 
as a calque. At first glance 7-metrovka, does not seem to be a literal translation but after a 
closer consideration, I found some similarities. Sedemmetrovka implies that a shot will be 
made from the 7-metre line and even though the Slovene variant does not have the noun 
throw (met) in the translation, users still know that sedemmetrovka is a noun implying a shot 
towards the goal. Penal is a colloquial expression, mainly used by players and in some cases 
officials when the variant is preferred over the native term (e.g., during matches due to its 
shorter form. Most ball sports use penalty in order to denote a severe punishment due to major 
infractions but after searching the published articles and the rulebook, I only found the term 
penalty a handful of times and most of the time it did not mean the same thing. Instead of 
signifying the harshest punishment in handball, authors used it for all infractions. Any foul 
was equal to a penalty.  
7. 4. 2. English terms that have no Slovene equivalent 
 
The following chapter discusses English terms that I could not find any Slovene variants. This 
does not explicitly mean that there are not any official terms. It only means that during my 
research, I did not come across any worthy candidates that mean the same. I tried to come up 
with my own variants, which, of course, does not mean that any of them could be seen in the 
future as standardized terms. In the survey, handball players were asked to select the variant 
which to them seemed the most appropriate or write down their own answer. This gave me 
some insight into which terms seem to be more appealing to handball players.  
7. 4. 2. 1.  Fake run 
Feints, both body and movement, that try to confuse the opponent. It is a common handball 
tactic that can be ruthless if done right and can be seen constantly during matches. That is 
why it was peculiar that I could not find any Slovene variants. I tried to stick to the same 
structure as in the original English term but also tried to come up with unique native forms or 
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some plausible borrowings. I came up with: 
a. lažna igra 
b. lažno vtekanje 
c. fake vletavanje 
d. nakazati  
 
I tried to create some potential native terms and I came up with a and b. The term lažna igra 
consists of an adjective and a noun, the same as the English term. I tried to encapsulate the 
general meaning of the English term, meaning that it refers to both body and movement fake 
runs. I used the noun igra, since it gives off that general meaning which could potentially 
encompass several different feints.  
7. 4. 2. 2. Arm blocking 
It means to use your arms or elbows to incorrectly block or stop the opponent. Again, after 
searching the articles I could not find a matching equivalent. The closest variant I could find 
was nepravilno oviranje, which in my opinion is too general. Nepravilno oviranje is 
categorized under normal infractions and does not warrant a severe punishment. But arm 
blocking is considered a severe infraction and is punished by either disqualification or a 2-
minute suspension. I tried to come up with some alternatives: 
a. visoki komolec 
b. nevarna igra s komolcem 
 
I wanted to highlight that the elbow is the focus since it poses the greatest risk to the player. 
Both of the variants could be considered native terms. It should be noted that nepravilno 
oviranje is still a suitable candidate even if a bit too general. 
7. 4. 2. 3. Jump shot feint 
Finding Slovene equivalent for feints or any kind of advance movement techniques always 
posed a challenge. English does a good job of keeping the term short and to the point. In 
Slovene, we tend to go the descriptive route when trying to explain these terms. Jump shot 
feint is when a player is mid-air and feints his shot but quickly transitions into a dribble, 
catching the opponent off guard. It is a highly advanced technique that is difficult to pull off. I 
could not find any mention of anything similar in Slovene. My variants tried to be as concise 
as possible. 
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a. lažni strel iz skoka 
b. skok-nakažeš-preigraš 
c. lažno preigravanje s skokom 
 
All of them are classified as native terms.  With variant b I tried to emphasize that the feint 
has three stages; first comes the jump and the feint shot, after which the player transitions into 
a dribble and another basic feint. With variants a and c, I went a more descriptive route. It 
was hard to create a variant with a simple, short and easy to use structure since it is a complex 
term that cannot be easily explained. 
7. 4. 2. 4. Radenovic feint 
As before with jump shot feint, this one also proved quite challenging. It was named after a 
famous handball player Zdravko Radenovič. It is unknown whether or not he was the inventor 
of this feint but he was most definitely one of its most proficient users. So much so, that the 
English term is named after him. Radenovič would first feint to one side and then use his hand 
to lean on the opponent and perform an overhead feint. As before, I tried to come up with 
some Slovene equivalents. 
a. preigravanje čez glavo 
b. Radenovič preigravanje 
c. Radenovič dribling 
d. dvojno preigravanje 
 
With variant a I simplified the term to what it actually is, an elegant overhead feint, thus 
preigravanje čez glavo. With variants b and c, I wanted to highlight a slight difference 
between preigravanje and dribbling. They both have the same meaning with dribling being 
the informal variant of preigravanje. It is most likely a borrowing of the English term dribble. 
The reason I say most likely is because in handball, the English term dribble means tapkati 
žogo, while in other sports it actually means preigravanje. I suspect that this influence trickled 
over into handball and is the reason users sometimes prefer dribling over preigravanje. I 
retained the nominative forms in both examples since dictionary entries are usually in 
nominative forms. Also, changing it to a possessive form or making it a prepositional phrase 
would needlessly complicate the term. 
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7. 4. 2. 5. Leaning back shot 
Another technique that gained ground because of a famous player. Dalibor Doder was known 
for his small stature and physique but he made up for it with his unrivalled speed and 
explosiveness. He certainly was not the inventor of the leaning back shot but he took it to 
another level.  
a. nagnjen strel čez glavo 
b. nagnjen strel 
c. Doder strel 
 
Variants a and b simply explain the term, it is a leaning overhead shot. As seen, both are 
almost identical in structure, except that in variant b I excluded the overhead (čez glavo) part, 
since the shot can also be performed without leaning your arm over your head. With variant c, 
I managed to pay tribute to an amazing player while also subsequently creating a simple, user-
friendly term. Interestingly, the survey produced another variant, eret. At first, I categorized it 
as a colloquial expression, a variant only used by the players due to their unique register. But 
after some additional research, I came across an article TRENER ROKOMET from the 
Coach’s Association of Slovenia, where they do mention this particular term. Not only that, 
they expand upon it and also use the term poleret. Despite this find, there is a slight problem 
with this variant. In the article TRENER ROKOMET, they use this term to describe a jump 
shot and how the player leans in the air to get a better angle, mostly from the winger position. 
In light of that, the term eret is most definitely valid but for a different concept. 
7. 4. 2. 6. No-look pass 
A pass that the player makes without looking at his teammate. The term is not exclusive only 
to handball, it can be found in other ball sports. Even with its popularity, I could not find a 
decent Slovene equivalent apart from the borrowing, which is popular and generally accepted. 
Nonetheless, lack of a native term compelled me to try and come up with one of my own. 
a.  no-look pass, “no-luk” podaja 
b.  podaja brez pogleda 
c.  podaja na pamet 
 
Option a sticks to the original and borrows from it. The structure is the same or almost the 
same (pass can be substituted with podaja) and it is the one I think that users would prefer. 
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Variant b is a calque translation of the English term but its structure is not as user-friendly. 
Variant c seems like a good candidate but podaja na pamet has a negative connotation in 
handball or ball sports in general. It means that the player succumbed to the pressure and 
made split decision which resulted in a bad pass that usually misses its mark by a wide 
margin, ending up in the stands.  
7. 4. 2. 7. Smallholder feint 
It is an advanced skill where the player feints a shot and transitions into a body feint. All 
terms for skills or special techniques seem to flow more natural in English than in Slovene. A 
lot of them seem to be simple phrases, noun+noun or adjective+noun combinations, which is 
hard to replicate in Slovene, especially for such skills as smallholder feint, where you have to 
describe the movement of the body, which to the spectators already seems unnatural.  
a. lažni strel v preigravanje 
b. nakažeš in preigraš 
c. dvojno preigravanje 
 
With variants a and b, I formulated the structure so that the term describes the action literally. 
In theory, this would mean it is easier to understand, especially during intense situations 
during a match where time is of the essence. Keeping that in mind, variant c is the most 
economic of the three. It may not be as clear cut to understand as the other two but 
experienced users will not have trouble piecing the two together. 
7. 4. 2. 8. Tête-a-tête defence 
It is a special defensive formation that relies on defenders to keep cutting out of their 
positions. It is a highly risky formation since it leaves a lot of open space for fast players to 
exploit. It is also used by goalkeepers to diminish the goal clearance and force the attacker to 
change his shot. 
a. obramba z izpadanjem 
b. nestatična obramba 
c. odprta obramba 
 
The term itself is a borrowing of the French phrase tête-a-tête, which means a private 
conversation between two people. In handball, this translates into a defence that forces two 
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players to have a face-off, one on one. With variant a I tried to capture that basic principle 
behind this particular defence. It relies on the player to run out of his position and face against 
his opponent in a one-on-one situation and I think I capture that with obramba z izpadanjem. 
Variants b and c are more general, in the sense that they describe the term as being a defence 
that is fluid and open.  
7. 4. 2. 9. Fall shot 
This shot is quite unique since it heavily relies on the physique of the player, namely the 
pivot. Pivots are usually bulky and strong and during a scuffle with the opposing pivot or any 
other defender, this results in a fall shot. It means that the pivot uses his weight to make it 
seem like he is under heavy pressure, which in a lot of cases results in a 7-metre throw.  
 
a. strel s padcem 
b. pivotski strel 
c. izsiljen strel 
d. strel pod pritiskom 
 
Variant a highlights that the player shoots while falling, which means that he is under some 
kind of infraction. It is a direct translation of the English term, which means it is a calque in 
origin. With variant b, I tried to create something unique; when users see the expression, they 
immediately realize what is being implied. The majority of handball players, officials or 
enthusiasts would know what the term implies. The last two variants are good potential 
candidates that also highlight that the shot is performed under pressure but variants b and a 
still have a better structure that evokes the image of shot more clearly and precise. 
7. 4. 3. Slovene terms that have no equivalent in English 
 
Slovenia is a prominent figure in handball. Our national and club teams have won many 
international accolades over the years and our players are praised all around the world. This in 
turn also influences the terminology that we use. During my research I came across several 
terms that I could not find in English. These cases are highly specialized terms that describe 
special goalkeeping techniques, unique shots or movement. Under each entry, there will be a 
description of the term, possible English variants, their form and how they were created. 
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7. 4. 3. 1. Zaprekaški sed 
 
It is a special goalkeeping technique that allows the goalkeeper to quickly lower his body to 
save fast low shots. It resembles the split save where both of the goalkeeper’s legs are 
extended but the move itself is slow and not suitable for most situations. With zaprekaški sed 
the goalkeeper can react to shots much faster and also cover more space. Finding an English 
equivalent or coming up with one of my own was not easy. There is no mention of the skill in 
any published literature, which I found quite surprising since it is one of the most used 
goalkeeping techniques. I came up with just one alternative based on another term, split save: 
a. semi-split save 
 
Since the movement closely resembles the split save, I used it as the base of the term and 
expanded on it.  The adjective semi itself means half of something, which in this situation 
implies that the goalkeeper does not make a full split save but rather leaves one leg bend. It 
also means that semi-split save, the incomplete split save, is faster, which is the main reason it 
has such popularity amongst the keepers. 
7. 4. 3. 2. Tehnika odpiranja (pahljača) 
It is part of the so-called “opening” techniques where the goalkeeper opens his body in order 
to cover more space. It is meant for saving high shots but in return exposes the goalkeeper to 
low shots where the space is unguarded. There are two variants to the technique: the 
goalkeeper either uses both legs to jump and then makes a split mid-air or proceeds to make a 
sweeping motion with only his arms. 
a. fan save 
b. mid-air split save 
7. 4. 3. 3. Soročna podaja 
The player passes with both his hands. It is used for better precision or when his back is 
against his opponent in order to block their view and space for his teammate to have a chance 
at goal. He passes to his teammate using both of his hands, it improves accuracy and gives 
him ample time to predict his teammate’s movement.  
a. double-handed pass 
b. rugby pass 
 
Both variants describe the movement of the player as he makes the pass. Rugby pass is taken, 
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obviously, from rugby, where it is their basic passing method. Double-handed pass goes the 
descriptive route and describes the player using both hands, an unorthodox method in 
handball, to pass the ball. The variants can then also be used to create a new term, double-
handed feint pass, rugby feint pass. They may be long and unpractical but they are 
transparent, which in some situations matters more than user-friendliness. 
7. 4. 3. 4. Podaja z odbojem 
Another type of pass, this time the ball bounces before reaching the player. It is used for when 
the opponents are playing tête-à-tête defence, a defence that focuses on cutting out of their 
positions in order to cover more space. This leaves space in the back for crossing players 
where this kind of pass comes into play.  
 
a. bounced pass 
b. slinky pass 
 
The first variant is inspired from the term bounced shot, which is similar in everything but the 
intention of the player. Since bounced shot is well accepted and transparent, it stands to 
reason that bounced pass could yield similar results. Slinky pass is an attempt to evoke the 
image of a slinky bouncing up and down.  
7. 4. 3. 5. Strel iz mrtvega kota 
The wing player is forced to make a shot from an impossible angle. This is called mrtvi kot. 
This is done out of desperation and usually when the referees warn the team of their passive 
play. The wing player jumps directly towards the goalkeeper who easily covers the whole 
goal with his body without having to move at all.  
a. corner shot 
 
Corner shot tries to make the term transparent by using the basic term corner as a reference 
point. Corner, as such, is a tight spot between the goal area and the sideline and where corner 
passes are executed. It is a tight angle where players are cut off from the rest of the team.  
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8. CONCLUSION 
 
The thesis explores handball terminology in English and Slovene in regards to origin, user-
friendliness and overall standardization of terms. The languages exhibit a fair share of 
discrepancies but also similarities. English, as the global language, is the source language and 
the language in which the majority of terms are developed initially. The English terminology 
is then appropriately translated into Slovene using different methods with varying results. 
 
The terms analysed ranged from the most basic single-word terms to more complex multi-
word terms. The handball rulebook is consulted in both languages and is a rich source for the 
more basic terms about the handball court, players, officials, rules etc. Since a lot of these 
terms overlap with other sports, the thesis further focused on the more intricate terminology 
unique to handball. Scientific articles, journals and other specialized literature are consulted 
where, in contrast to the rulebook, there is an abundance of complex terms and almost no 
basic terms. 
 
The main part of the research has been focused on term formation from the perspective of 
origin in Slovene. Terms are divided into three different categories: native terms (national 
team – reprezentanca), calques (passive play – pasivna igra) and borrowings (lob – lob). The 
majority of the 123 terms analysed were native terms with 129 entries followed by calques 
with 40 and borrowings with 9 candidates. The results show the influence of the purist 
movement in Slovene term formation, which treats borrowings and calques as secondary to 
native terms and enforces their replacement. Still, the number of calques is relatively high, 
even higher than borrowings, which is a rare occurrence in terminology. While native terms 
reign supreme, this fact does not diminish the scope of influence English has on Slovene 
handball terminology. Even native terms can be said to feel that influence. 
 
The analysis of terms is divided into two phases, with phase one being the first compilation of 
English terms and their Slovene equivalents from the official rulebook and articles from 
subject field experts. Phase two yields additional Slovene terms from the survey and 
commentary and are added to the glossary.  
 
Terms have to be user-friendly in order for them to be accepted by the users, which prompted 
further examination. Some of the terms were analysed using a survey directed at players. The 
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survey included 22 English terms. Each term had several potential Slovene variants, ranging 
from native terms to colloquial variants. Participants were asked to choose the best candidate 
based on their preference. It showed that colloquial synonyms were usually the preferred 
choice over native terms. It points to some underlying issues with Slovene handball 
terminology. The length of the terms poses a problem in real-world application, especially for 
players who, over anything else, need their terms to be as short and concise as possible. It is a 
problem that also occurs in English handball terminology, albeit less frequently. This is the 
reason why colloquial variants are more popular than their native terms. This also points to 
the duality in handball terminology. Native terms are the preferred choice in formal and, 
above all, in written communication, while colloquial synonyms are the preferred choice in 
spoken and informal communication.  
 
There are signs that there is lack of standardization in Slovene handball terminology. It shares 
that with other sports terminologies in Slovene since finding a glossary or a dictionary for a 
specific sport is a rare occurrence in Slovene. It leads to discrepancies amongst different 
groups of users, which can impede communication. Another issue is the abundance of native 
terms, which points to the purist tendency to nativize every term. Adopting a less strict 
approach to standardization could provide bigger benefits. Not every concept needs a native 
term if it already has a structured and accepted colloquial borrowing. Likewise, not every 
colloquial borrowing needs to be standardized. No matter the purist stance, there is a need for 
borrowings and colloquial expressions in handball terminology. Finding the perfect balance 
between native terms and colloquial language would lead to a standardized handball 
terminology.  
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9. POVZETEK 
Rokomet je relativno mlad šport. Začetki rokometa segajo v antično Grčijo, vendar obliko kot 
jo poznamo danes, je dobil šele na sredini 20. stoletja. Kot vsako strokovno področje, 
potrebuje svoj jezik za komunikacijo. Rokomet se igra v več kot 180 državah, a Velika 
Britanija in ostale angleško govoreče države niso med njimi. Kljub temu je angleščina 
dominantni jezik v rokometu. Termini se najprej uveljavijo v angleščini in šele nato v ostalih 
jezikih.  
 
Raziskava se je opirala na teoretični del, ki je razdeljen na poglavja terminologije, osnovni 
pojmi terminologije, besedotvorje v slovenščini ter standardizacija jezika. Poudarek je bil na 
različnih terminologijah ter problem razločevanja terminov od splošnih besed. Teoretični del 
se je zaključil s poglavjem o elementih rokometne terminologije. 
 
Raziskovalni del se začne z obrazložitvijo metod dela, kjer so določeni kriteriji za 
razločevanje terminov od splošnih besed. Raziskava se nadaljuje s pridobivanjem terminov in 
njihovim razvrščanjem, kar privede do nastanka glosarja vseh pridobljenih terminov v obeh 
jezikih. Analiza anketnih rezultatov in komentatorstva tekme omogoči primerjavo že 
pridobljenih rezultatov. 
 
Zaradi mladosti športa je čutiti vpliv drugih športov v terminologiji rokometa, kar se opazi na 
nekaterih splošnih terminih, ki so se najprej uveljavili v drugih športih. Zaradi podobnosti 
med športi, so se nekateri termini nato ustalili tudi v rokometu. Eden izmed ciljev magistrske 
naloge je bilo analizirati standardiziranost rokometne terminologije. Že na začetku je bilo moč 
opaziti, da slovenščina nima veliko športnih slovarjev ali glosarjev, kar kaže na pomanjkanje 
strukturiranosti v športnih panogah. V angleškem jeziku je teh alarmnih znakov nekoliko 
manj. Krovni organizaciji IHF in EHF uspešno skrbita za širjenje rokometne terminologije. 
RZS, primerljivo veliko manjša organizacija, ima s tem več težav.  Razlog za to je tudi v 
težnji, da se vse termine podomači, ne glede na to ali je termin primeren za uporabo. Problem 
nastane, ko ustvarjen termin ne ustreza vsem ustreznim merilom in je nato za nekatere 
skupine uporabnikov neuporaben, kar je bilo moč opaziti v anketi. Obstajajo tudi izjeme, ko v 
angleškem jeziku ni termina za koncept, ki obstaja v slovenščini. Ti primeri so dokaz, da sta 
slovenski jezik in slovenski rokomet dovolj vplivna, da se nekateri termini najprej 
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izoblikujejo v slovenščini in šele nato v angleščini. Igralci, ciljna skupina ankete, so raje 
izbrali sposojenke ali žargonske izraze namesto tehničnih, domačih izrazov. Raziskava je 
pokazala, da so slovenske variante večinoma daljše od angleških, kar vpliva na ustreznost 
terminov. Prav tako je uporaba terminov odvisna od komunikacijske situacije. V formalnih in 
pisnih situacijah so v ospredju domači in tehnični izrazi. V neformalnih in pogovornih 
situacijah pa je moč opaziti, da uporabniki bolj uporabljajo pogovorne ustreznice in žargonske 
izraze.  
 
Glavni cilj raziskave je bila analiza izvora terminov v slovenščini. Termini so bili razdeljeni 
na tri temeljne kategorije na podlagi različnih procesov besedotvorja: domači termini, 
sposojenke ter kalki. Po dveh fazah iskanja terminov s pomočjo literature, ankete ter analize 
komentatorstva rokometne tekme, so rezultati pokazali, da imajo v rokometni terminologiji 
prevlado domači izrazi. Sledijo jim kalki in šele nato sposojenke. Analiza ankete ter 
komentatorstva rokometne tekme je pokazala nekaj razlik v uporabi terminov. Kot že rečeno 
so igralci raje posegli po neformalnih variantah. Oba športna komentatorja sta uporabila 
skrajšane verzije terminov (izključitev namesto izključitev za 2 minuti) ter parafrazirane izraze 
(dvignil se je, čez črto, dvignjeni roki). V nekaj primerih sta tudi uporabila manj pregledne 
termine, ki brez ustreznega sobesedila nimajo dovolj jasnega pomena (prostor mišljen kot 
kazenski prostor). Opaziti je bilo tudi nekaj napačno uporabljenih terminov, ki pa so lahko 
odraz živega govora, kjer poročevalec hitro naredi manjšo napako. Nekaj primerov je bilo tudi 
odraz poročevalskega pretiravanja (streljati iz drugega nadstropja, sprehodil se je skozi 
obrambo). Namen teh izrazov je vzpostaviti stik z občinstvom in jih zabavati.  
 
Rezultati kažejo na znake nestandardiziranosti rokometne terminologije v slovenščini. Mnogi 
nasprotujejo uporabi sposojenk in kalkov v primeru, da so domači izrazi že uveljavljeni in 
sprejeti. Pistotnik in Šugman sta mnenja, da je slovenščina dovolj močan jezik in ne potrebuje 
dodatne pomoči tujih izrazov. Dejstvo je, da se je pogovornim različicam nemogoče izogniti. 
Športna terminologija doseže ogromno število ljudi in temu je tudi primerno število skupin 
uporabnikov, kar pripomore k raznovrstnosti terminologije. Kadar je domači termin 
neprimeren za uporabo, bodisi zaradi dolžine ali transparentnosti, so kalki, sposojenke ali 
ostale pogovorne različice lahko dobra alternativna rešitev.  
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APPENDIX A: GLOSSARY 
N= native term 
C= calque 
B= borrowing 
 
 Phase 1 Phase 2 
English Slovene Category Slovene Category 
"broken elbow" shot zavrtinčen strel iz komolca N     
"twisted" ping pong zavrtinčen strel iz krila N     
1-on-1 action preigravanje 1 na 1 N akcija 1 na 1 C 
2-minute suspension izključitev za 2 minuti N     
360-degree spin shot strel z vrtalko N     
6-person team šesterica N     
7-metre throw/penalty najstrožja kazen N 7-metrovka, penal C, N 
alley oop cepelin N     
amortizing sprejem žoge N     
arm blocking 
visoki komolec, prepovedani prekršek 
s komolcem 
N     
assault nameren prekršek N hud prekršek N 
assist asistenca N podaja N 
back-court player zunanji igralec N bek N 
ball control vodenje žoge N     
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ball fake varanje z žogo N     
behind-the-back pass podaja za hrbtom C podaja za glavo N 
blocking, block blok B trz/trzniti C 
body feint varanje s telesom N     
bounced shot odbiti strel C nafta, žabca N, N 
break through prodor N     
build-up phase priprava igre N     
carrying ball nošena žoga N     
centre back srednji zunanji igralec N sredina, organizator, center N,N,C 
centre of the court sredina igrišča N     
cobweb čošak, stresel je pajčevino N     
combined defence system 3-2-1 obramba/4+2 obramba N     
counter, fast attack protinapad N kontra, hitri protinapad C,N 
court referee sodnik v polju N     
criss cross kris kros B     
crossbar prečka N     
crossing križanje N     
dead shot Strel iz mrtvega kota N     
defence posture obrambna preža N     
delegate Delegat C     
diagonal pass Diagonalna podaja C     
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disqualification diskvalifikacija C izključitev N 
double forward 
performance 
osnovno preigravanje, leva-desna-leva N     
doubling podvajanje C     
dribble tapkanje, odbiti žogo N     
execution Izvedba meta N izvajanje C 
fake run lažna igra N trz/trzniti N 
fall shot Strel s padcem C pivotski strel N 
faulty substitution napačna menjava C     
feint pass lažna podaja N     
foot noga C     
footwork koordinacija nog N     
foul prekršek N favl B 
free throw prosti met C  devetmetrovka N 
free throw line črta za prosti met C devetmetrovka, 9-metrska črta N 
game sense Pregled nad igro, smisel za igro N     
glue smola N     
goal area kazenski prostor N vratarjev prostor N 
goal line gol črta N gol linija C 
goal line referee sodnik na gol črti N     
goal posts vratnica N štanga, stativa N 
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goalkeeper vratar N golman C 
goalkeeper throw vratarjev/golmanov met C golmanova/vratarjeva žoga N 
goalkeeper's restraining 
line/guide mark 
vratarjeva/golmanova črta C     
hip shot bočni strel C nizki strel N 
holding/restraining držanje C oviranje N 
illegal dribble dvojna N  nepravilno preigravanje N 
infractions nedovoljene poteze N     
jump pass podaja iz skoka N     
jump shot strel iz skoka N     
jump shot feint 
lažni strel iz skoka, lažno preigravanje 
s skokom 
N     
leaning back shot 
nagnjen strel čez glavo, eret, Doder 
strel 
N     
line-up postava N     
lob lob B strel v loku N 
long pass dolga podaja C     
man-marking/pressing odrezati N flajštr, presing N,B 
man-to-man/pressing 
defence 
presing obramba B     
national coach selektor N     
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national team reprezentanca N     
no-look pass no-look pass/podaja B podaja brez pogleda N 
offensive foul prekršek v napadu N     
overstep prestop N     
passive play pasivna igra C ura N 
penetrate the defence razigrati obrambo N prodreti skozi obrambo C 
piston movement gibanje v trikotniku N     
pivot, circle runner, line 
player 
krožni napadalec N pivot, linijski igralec B, C 
player combination akcija N kombinacija C 
progressive punishment progresivna kazen C     
putting down the ball pravilni sprejem podaje N     
Radenovic feint preigravanje čez glavo N 
Radenovič preigravanje, dvojno 
preigravanje 
C, N 
rebound odbita žoga N     
referee ball sodniški met N     
responsible team official vodja moštva N     
save obramba C     
scorekeeper zapisnikar N     
screening blokiranje N     
secretary bench zapisnikarska miza N     
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sidestepping obrambni premik N bočno gibanje, prisunski korak N,N 
sideway pass stranska podaja C hitra podaja N 
slow pass kratka podaja N     
smallholder feint 
lažni strel v preigravanje, dvojno 
preigravanje 
N     
spin shot zavrtinčen strel C frulja, frk N 
spinning feint preigravanje za 360 stopinj, vrtalka N     
split save špaga N     
standby position preža, spustiti se v nogah N     
standing shot strel iz tal N strel iz mesta C 
steal ukradena žoga, prestrežena žoga N     
substitute menjava, rezerva N     
substitute corridor prostor za menjavo igralcev N     
taking over prevzem igralca N     
targeted attacking situation nalet N višek N 
tête-à-tête defence obramba z izpadanjem N     
throw through 
strel čez živi zid, strel čez obrambni 
zid 
N     
throw-in met iz auta N  izvajanje auta N 
throw-off začetni met N     
timekeeper časomerilec N     
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time-out minuta odmora N time-out B 
travelling koraki N     
two-handed pass podaja iz prsi N soročna podaja C 
unfinished/bad pass napačna podaja N slaba podaja C 
unsportsmanlike conduct nešportna poteza, nešportno vedenje C     
windmill feint preigravanje čez glavo N     
wing player krilni igralec C     
wing player cross vletavanje krila N dva N 
wing shot Strel iz krila N     
yellow card opomin N rumeni karton C 
younger age categories mlajše kategorije C 
mlajši dečki, starejši dečki A/B, 
kadeti, mladinci 
N 
zero contact nulti korak N     
zone defence conska obramba C     
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APPENDIX B: SURVEY 
Pozdravljeni! 
 
Sem Peter Čebron, študent Filozofske fakultete na Oddelku na anglistiko in amerikanistiko in pripravljam 
magistrsko nalogo z naslovom ‟Slovensko-angleška rokometna terminologija”.  Ta anketa raziskuje rabo in 
izvor izrazja, ki se uporablja v rokometu med govorci slovenščine in angleščine. Raziskava obsega enostavne in 
pogosto uporabljene izraze ter tudi bolj kompleksne in redko uporabljene izraze. Nekateri angleški izrazi nimajo 
slovenske ustreznice, nekateri pa imajo tudi po več variant. Vaše sodelovanje je za raziskava ključno, saj bom z 
vašimi odgovorili dobil vpogled v uporabo rokometne terminologije v slovenščini in angleščini, hkrati pa boste 
pomagali pri ustvarjanju slovenskih ustreznic za angleške izraze 
 
Anketa je anonimna, za izpolnjevanje pa boste potrebovali približno 7 min. Zbrani podatki bodo uporabljeni 
izključno za pripravo magistrske naloge. 
 
Vnaprej hvala za vaše odgovore. 
__________________________________________________________________________________ 
 
1. Starost (v letih) 
2. Stopnja izobrazbe 
3. Slovenščina je moj materni jezik 
4. Kateri jezik največkrat uporabljate za rabo rokometne terminologije 
V nadaljevanju je podanih nekaj angleških izrazov, ki se uporabljajo v rokometu. Med ponujenimi odgovori 
izberite enega ali več izrazov, ki jih za ta izraz uporabljate v slovenščini. V poštev pridejo tako knjižni kot 
pogovorni izrazi. Ni pravilnih ali napačnih odgovorov. Premislite, katero varianto res največkrat uporabite. Če 
vašega odgovora ni med ponujenimi, ga lahko dopišete pod odgovor “drugo”. Za pomoč pri razumevanju izraza 
je podana tudi definicija v slovenščini.  
 
1. Free throw line 
Prekinjena črta, postavljena 3 metre zunaj vratarjeva prostora, uporabljena za izvajanje prostih metov 
v primeru prekrškov. 
a. 9-metrska črta 
b. črta za prosti met 
c. devetmetrovka 
d. drugo 
 
2. Goal area 
Območje vratarja, obrobljeno s 6-metrsko črto in dvema četrtima krožnicama s polmerom 6 metrov. 
a. vratarjev prostor 
b. kazenski prostor 
c. golmanov prostor 
d. drugo 
 
3. Pivot 
Napadalec, ki se giblje na 6-metrski črti. 
a. krožni napadalec 
b. pivot 
c. linijski igralec 
d. drugo 
 
4. Centre back 
Napadalec, ki organizira igro, ključni igralec v napadu, postavljen na sredini igrišča. 
a. srednji zunanji igralec 
b. sredina 
c. organizator 
d. drugo 
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5. Counter 
Začetek napada ob napaki nasprotne ekipe; hiter napad, ki izkoristi nasprotnikovo nepripravljenost. 
a. protinapad 
b. kontra 
c. hitri protinapad 
d. drugo 
 
6. Spin shot 
Strel, kjer žoga ob strelu dobi dovolj hitrosti, da se začne vrteti, kar povzroči spremembo smeri ob 
odboju. 
a. frulja 
b. zaviti strel 
c. zavrtinčen strel 
d. drugo 
 
7. Cobweb 
Točka med vratnico in prečko pod 90-stopinjskim naklonom. 
a. čošak 
b. stresel je pajčevino 
c. zadeti pod prečko 
d. drugo 
 
8. Targeted attacking situation 
Osnova rokometa, nasprotnik z gibanjem iz enega krila do drugega išče luknjo v nasprotnikovi 
obrambi. 
a. prodreti skozi obrambo 
b. razigrati obrambo 
c. iskati luknjo v obrambi 
d. nalet 
e. drugo 
 
9. Wing player cross 
Igra krilnih igralcev, ko se pridružijo krožnemu napadalcu na 6-metrski črti. 
a. Dva! (mišljeno kot opozorilo) 
b. vletavanje krila 
c. križanje kril 
d. drugo 
 
10. Passive play 
Napad, za katerega sodnik meni, da traja predolgo ali pa da so igralci preveč nenevarni za gol. 
a. pasivna igra 
b. ura! (mišljeno kot opozorilo) 
c. zavlačevanje igre 
d. drugo 
 
11. Blocking 
Obrambni igralci postavijo roke v zrak in s tem poskušajo ustaviti nasprotnikov met ali podajo. 
a. blok 
b. blokada 
c. obrambni zid 
d. drugo 
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12. Unsportsmanlike conduct 
Premiki, akcije, ki so prepovedane po uradnih pravilih rokometne zveze. 
a. nešportno vedenje/poteza 
b.  nefer igra/vedenje 
c. nameren prekršek 
d. drugo 
 
13. Out of play 
Ko žoga zapusti igrišče in s tem nastane situacija, ko mora igralec izvesti met po pravilih rokometa. 
a. “aut” 
b. izven igre 
c. izven igrišča 
d. drugo 
 
14. Goalkeeper throw 
Met vratarja v svojem prostoru po neuspeli akciji napadalcev ali njegovi uspešni obrambi. 
a. vratarjev met 
b. golmanova žoga 
c. vratarjeva žoga 
d. drugo 
 
15. 7-metre throw 
Kazen po hudih prekrških obrambnih igralcev ali v posebnih primerih, ki so navedeni v pravilih 
rokometne zveze. 
a. 7-metrovka 
b. najstrožja kazen 
c. penal 
d. drugo 
 
16. Throw-in 
Ko žoga zapusti igrišče, mora igralec pravilno izvesti met po rokometnih pravilih. 
a. izvajanje auta 
b. met iz auta 
c. stranski met 
d. drugo 
 
17. Combined defence system 
Obrambna postavitev, ki temelji na hitrem gibanju ter izpadanju na 9-metrsko črto ali dlje. 
a. 3-2-1 obramba, 4-2 obramba 
b. neconska obramba 
c. neconska postavitev 
d. drugo 
 
18. Overarm shot 
Strel, ki se začne nad ramo za hitrejši izmet ali s polkrožnim zamahom za večjo moč. 
a. bič 
b. polkrožni strel 
c. strel nad ramo 
d. drugo 
 
19. Bounced shot 
Nizki strel, kjer na poti do gola dobi odboj in preseneti vratarja. 
a. nafta 
b. strel z odbojem 
c. nizki strel 
d. drugo 
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20. Man marking 
Obrambni igralec zasleduje nasprotnika in mu poskuša preprečiti sodelovanje v igri. 
a. pressing 
b. flajštr 
c. odrezati igralca 
d. drugo 
 
21. Defence posture 
Osnovni položaj v obrambi. 
a. preža 
b. obrambni položaj 
c. obrambna poza 
d. drugo 
 
22. Sidestepping 
Osnovni obrambno premikanje, ki omogoča hitro spremembo smeri in boljši oprijem. 
a. spustiti se v nogah 
b. obrambni premik 
c. drugo 
V nadaljevanju je podanih nekaj angleških izrazov za katere v slovenščini ni enakovredne ustreznice. Med 
možnimi odgovori boste zasledili nekaj alternativ, ki sem jih skozi raziskavo predlagal kot potencialne slovenske 
ustreznice. Tako kot prej, bo pod vsakim izrazom krajša definicija pojma za lažje razumevanje in predstavljanje. 
 
1. Fake run 
Igra, ki skuša prelisičiti nasprotnika. 
a. lažna igra 
b. lažno vtekanj 
c. fake uletavanje 
d. nakazati 
e. drugo 
 
2. Underarm shot 
Nizki strel ob boku. 
a. strel iz boka 
b. zavrnjen strel 
c. bočni strel 
d. drugo 
 
3. No-look pass 
Podaja, kjer igralec ne pogleda svojega soigralca. 
a. “no-luk” pass, “no-luk” podaja 
b. podaja brez pogleda 
c. podaja na pamet 
d. drugo 
 
4. Crossing 
Dva ali več igralcev zamenjajo svoje položaje. 
a. vletavanje 
b. križanje 
c. menjava mest 
d. drugo 
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5. Jumping hip shot 
Igralec skoči in namesto, da bi izvedel strel čez ramo, ga izvede nizko ob boku. 
a. bočni strel iz skoka 
b. zavrnjen strel v zraku 
c. nizki strel v zraku 
d. drugo 
 
6. Leaning back shot 
Igralec nagne svoje telo, tako da se s tem izogne obrambnemu zidu. 
a. nagnjen strel 
b. nagnjen strel čez glavo 
c. Doder strel  
d. drugo 
 
7. Tête-a-tête defence 
Posebna vrsta neconske obrambe, ki temelji na izpadanju posameznih igralcev v tistem trenutku, ko se 
nasprotnik pripravlja na strel iz daljave. 
a. obramba z izpadanjem 
b. nestatična obramba 
c. zmanjšanje prostora 
d. drugo 
 
8. Radenovic feint 
Napredno preigravanje, kjer igralec najprej začne preigravati v eno smer in si nato pomaga z roko, da 
preigra nasprotnika čez glavo. 
a. preigravanje čez glavo 
b. Radenovič preigravanje  
c. Radenovič dribling 
d. dvojno preigravanje 
e. drugo 
 
9. Smallholder feint 
Napredno preigravanje, kjer igralec najprej zaigra lažni strel in nato preide v osnovno preigravanje. 
a. lažni strel v preigravanje 
b. nakažeš in preigraš 
c. dvojno preigravanje 
d. drugo 
 
10. Jump shot feint 
Igralec zaigra lažni skok strel in nato preide v osnovno preigravanje. 
a. lažni strel v skoku 
b. skok-nakažeš-preigraš 
c. lažno preigravanje s skokom 
d. drugo 
 
11. Sideway pass 
Hitra podaja igralcev ob preigravanju, ko nimajo dovolj časa, da bi izvedli podajo nad ramo. 
a. stranska podaja 
b. bočna podaja 
c. stranska podaja 
d. hitra podaja 
e. drugo 
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12. Behind-the-back pas 
Podaja za hrbtom, za glavo ali zadaj z odbojem; uporablja se takrat, ko je igralec v nemogočem 
položaju in nima dovolj časa za navadno podajo. 
a. podaja za hrbtom 
b. podaja za glavo 
c. podaja zadaj 
d. drugo 
 
13. Fall shot 
Značilen strel krožnih napadalcev, ki med strelom začnejo padati v 6-metrski prostor. 
a. strel s padcem 
b. pivotski strel 
c. izsiljen strel 
d. drugo 
 
14. Screening 
Med menjavo mest, se eden izmed igralcev (po navadi eden izmed zunanjih igralcev) postavi v napoto 
nasprotniku in s tem omogoči prosti prehod soigralcu. 
a. blokada 
b. zablokirati 
c. ustvariti prostor 
d. drugo 
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APPENDIX C: TRANSCRIPTION 
C1= Commentator 1 
C2= Commentator 2 
 
C1:Bombač vodi prvi slovenski napad. Bombač prav tako visoko motiviran. To se je videlo že na ogrevanju. 
Videlo se je tudi ob prihodu naših na igrišče. Najboljši igralec tekme proti Švedom je bil Bombač. In tule že prva 
kombinacija. Žal pa je Janc napravil prekršek v napadu. Sodnika sta Makedonca, Nikolo in Načevski. In zdaj 
bomo videli tudi prvi islandski napad.  
C2:Slovenija je začela v postavi kot smo jo pričakovali. Tukaj Henigman. Cingesar še ni maksimalno 
pripravljen. Res da bo v napadu igral na levem krilu, torej brez menjav. Ta centralni blok je najbolj pomemben. 
Te trije so se v teh tekmah dobro uigrali. Tukaj je pomembno, kako bodo odreagirali na Palmerssona.  
C1:Peterson, Palmersson se je pomaknil na desno stran. Spet Petersson. Igra sloni na teh dveh igralcih. Za zdaj 
naši dobro gibljejo v obrambi. In Bombač je prišel do žoge. Zelo pomembna prestrežena žoga, ki je sedaj v 
rokah Ferlina. Naši počasi kreirajo nov napad. Za zdaj na tem pomembnem srečanju za obe reprezentanci še ni 
bilo gola. Slovenija, kot že rečeno, že nekako odprla vrata proti Stockholmu z današnjo zmago. Islandija pa z 
morebitnim porazom izpadla iz boja za najvišja mesta na tem EP.  
C2:Tukaj vidimo postavitev Islandije. To je ta obramba o kateri sva govorila. To je ta visoka obramba. Njihovi 3 
zunanji, sreda, globoko pokrivajo in s tem pokrijejo veliko prostora.  
C1:Uu lepa asistenca Bombača. In zadel je Blaž Blagotinšek, ki so ga omenjali tudi Islandci. Slovenija torej 
povedla. In obramba Ferlina. Ferlin je torej začel izvrstno to srečanje. Obranil prvi strel. Veseli se Ferlin. Veseli 
se slovenska klop. Naši so krenili na drugo stran. Mačkovšek ima veliko prostora. Toda tokrat je bil nekoliko 
premalo natančen. Ostaja pri vodstvu 1:0. Dobro zdaj v obrambi Henigman. 
C2: Ja, Peterson. To je njihov desni zunanji. Ta gonilna sila, vendar na tej strani, na tej tekmi, na tej turnirju, 
dosegel 14 zadetkov. Videli smo preigravanje na aut ampak zelo nevaren je na noter. Ima ta podaljšani korak. Če 
ga tukaj zaustavimo smo že veliko storili.  
C1:Palmerson se je sedaj pomaknil na sredino. Palmerson se je dvignil in zadel je Aron Palmersson. Izenačil na 
1:1. Tudi Palmerson je dal 14 golov. To sta dva najboljša strelca Islandije, Peterson in Palmerson. Bombač sam. 
Kako je zdaj preigral Palmersona. Izjemno. Vodi Slovenija spet 2:1. Naši sedaj umirjajo tudi v obrambi. Medtem 
Islandija menja. Tu pa Dejan Bombač.  
C2:Ja, Islandija v tej začetni fazi sigurno nimajo igralcev, ki bi se lahko spustili v  ta neki dir, v tek s Slovenci. 
Vidimo tudi, da menjajo 2 obramba napad.  In seveda je to tista prednost, ki jo je treba izkoriščati.  
C1:Igra na črto. Dobro se bori Blagotinšek toda, to bo 7metrovka in izključitev Blaža Blagotinška, ki bo moral v 
nadaljevanju paziti, da si ne bo nabral 3 izključitev, kajti je zelo pomemben steber naše obrambe. Z dvema 
Islandcema se je boril, na koncu pa pač kazen 2 minut. Udarec je dobil Karen Kristjansson.  
C2: Ja, Kristjansson je igralec, ki nikakor ne more zdržati tempa v obe smeri. To pomeni napad obramba, seveda 
v napadu je zelo koristen, ima 120kg, ki seveda s svojim blokadam postori veliko dela za zunanji liniji.  
C1: Elisson je na črti iz 7metrov. In uspešen je Elisson. Izid je izenačen 2:2 v 5 minuti prvega polčasa. Takole je 
premagal Klemna Ferlina, 4 najboljšega vratarja na tem evropskem prvenstvu doslej. Toda po številu obramb je 
Ferlin na 1.mestu. Slovenci s praznimi vrati v tem trenutku. Žabič na položaju krožnega napadalca namesto 
Blagotinška. Mačkovšek, Dolenšek čaka žogo. Pa spet Maček. Bombač je tu, Bombač je krenil sam. Prekršek 
nad D. Bombačem. Še minuto bodo naši igrali z igralcem manj. Mačkovšek je vtekel in dobil žogo. Dobro ga je 
opazil. Najprej sem mislil, da ga Dolenec ne bo opazil na črti. 3:2. 
C2: V prvi fazi sta želela odigrati cepelin, znan po temu da Mačkovšek skoči v ta prostor. Palmerson ga je 
opazil, da je stekel na drugega krožnega. Dobil je zelo lepo uporabno žogo.  
C1:Naši morajo še dobre pol minute zdržati v obrambi z igralcem manj. Dobro Ferlin. Ferlin je zaustavil strel 
Palmersonu. Pomembna obramba. Obramba Klemna Ferlina, ki gre sedaj na klop, kajti naši bodo še 20 s igrali 
brez vratarja.  
C2: Ja, zelo pomemnba predvsem zaradi tega, ker imamo igralca manj. In seveda sedaj je potrebno to dobro 
ombrambo vratarja kronati z zadetkom.  
C1: Mačkovšek in Bombač sta zamenjali mesti. Prihaja tudi B. Janc iz krila. Dolenec.. Janc… Zdaj naši brez 
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prave rešitve. Dejan Bombač na črto. Žabič ni uspel ujeti te žoge. In Islandci so v protinapadu. Zato pa Dolenec 
z dobrim vračanjem. Dobro, dobro naši so zmedli islandski napad. Toda to je prekršek in nova žoga za Islandijo.  
C2: Tukaj mislim Dolenec ni zadel islandskega igralca. Mogoče ga je malce po roki, tako da sta sodnika to dobro 
opazila. 
C1:  Peterson in Palmerson… ponovno začenjata islandski napad. Dva najboljša islandska rokometaša trenutno. 
Spet se je dvignil Palmerson. Nova ombramba Ferlina. Kar naj poizkuša, če bo F. vedno na mestu. Kmalu se bo 
naveličal. Maček je sam. In zabija Mačkovšek. 4:2 vodi Slo na začetku 8 minute. Za zdaj SLO zelo dobro 
odpirajo to pomembno tekmo proti ISL. 
C2: Ta napad je bil pomemben za Mačka, kajti vemo kako je če igralec dobi neko samozavest, dosegel je 2 
zadetka ampak ne tipičnega za njega. Prvi je zadel kot krožni napadalec, drugega pa široko, kjer je res pametno 
širil in seveda tukaj našel prostor med 1 in 2.  
C1: Spet naši dobri v obrambi. Zaustavljajo islandski napad. Tudi Aaron Palmerson, član Barcelone ne more 
nadigrati slovenske obrambe.  
C2: Palmerson je tip igralca ki ne bo odnehal, kljub temu da slabo strelja, nima svojega dneva. Bo vztrajal, 
nadaljeval in tukaj moramo iskati priložnost, kajti fant je zelo rahlih živcev če lahko tako rečem.  
C1: Maček opomin. Palmerson pa..  
C2: Vidimo značilno pozo ko se igralec prime za kolena, išče počitek in to že v 8 minuti. To pomeni, da so vse 
tekme pustile posledice tudi na njemu.  
C1: Dobro spet, napaka Islandije. Naši so v priložnosti za pol protinapad. Islandci še niso postavili obrambe. 
Bombač, B… preigrava. Dolenec, zdaj morda priložnost, a vendarle naši umirjajo. Malce so se zapletli nato pa 
Bombač sam, sprehodil se je.  
C2: In še 2 minuti.  
C1: Sprehodil se je skozi islandsko obrambo. Veseli se D. Bombač. Izvrstna igra slovenske reprezentance. 
Poglejte kako je… res sprehodil se je skozi islandsko obrambo in še izključitev.  
C2: In ne samo to, zmeda v islandski obrambi. Niso vedeli ali naj se menjajo ali ne. Bombač je to svojim 
pregledom, ki ga ima, zelo dobro izkoristil. Sedaj pa tudi vidimo, da trener Islandcev je potegnil po zadnjem 
adutu, na levem krilu, SIgurdsson. Tako da ima zdaj res tisto postavo, najmočnejšo, ki jo v tem trenutku ima.  
C1: Slovenija je ušla. Nova napaka Islandcev. Janc je sam na drugi strani. Vrata so prazna. Janc zadeva za 6:2. 
Sedaj je moral Gudmunson vzeti minuto odmora, kajti Slovenija je Islandijo v teh prvih minutah nadigrala. Tu je 
Gudmunson, ki je dansko reprezentanco leta 2016 popeljal do naslova olimpijskih prvakov v Riu. Veliko besed 
je bilo izrečenih in črnila prelitega o tistih olimpijskih igrah in vlogi Gudmunsona, ki ga je menda že med 
olimpijskimi  Igrami rušil Ulric V., bivši selektor Dancev, zato se tudi Gudmunsson poslovil od danske klopi in 
se ni hotel vrniti več na Dansko.  
C2: Ko si omenjal ravno to, vidimo pomočnika, švedsko legendo Svensson, ki je zadolžen za vratarje v islandski 
reprezentanci, tako da mogoče tudi kakšen njegov nasvet, in upamo da ne bo sedel na plodna tla. 
C1: Naši ne spreminjajo obrambe, zakaj jo bi. Delovala je dobra. Tudi Henigman ponovno zaustavlja Petersona, 
ki še ni zadel. Alexander Petersson… Rojen sicer v Rigi. Potem pa pri 18 imigriral na Islandijo. Spet 
Blagotinšek dobro zaustavlja Palmersona. Tu je B. Blagotinšek z 1 izključitvijo že in pa Aaron Palmerson. 2 krat 
najboljši igralec velikih turnirjev, na olimpijskih igrah. Pa nova žoga za Slovenijo. Spet so prazna vrata. Janc 
polni islandsko mrežo. 7:2 je rezultat.  
C2: Super, v teh uvodnih 10 minutah, vrhunska slovenska obramba. Tukaj smo videli da je Slovenija prepričala, 
oz. postavila obrambo, da je Palmerson moral to izkoristiti, proti autu, si je zmanjšal kot. In seveda že drugič na 
prazna vrata, kajti Islandci vztrajajo pri tem… Toda obramba je tista, ki je naredila res vrhunski del.  
C1: Naši torej ne popuščajo z igro v obrambi, ki je v tem EP izjemna. Potem pa še greši tudi legenda Sigurdsson 
tako da ostaja 7:2. Ko se nasproti postavi Ferlin se očitno tudi Sigurdssonu trese roka. Sedaj je opomin dobil 
Smarasson, ki je bil takoj tudi zamenjan.  
C2:Ko si omenil Sigrudssona, strelec ki je res vrhunski.  
C1: Svetovni rekorder je.  
C2: 1800 zadetkov, na tem EP samo 8 zadetkov. Naj ostane na tem, kajti če se on razigra, je zelo hiter in 
povzroča težave.  
C1: Prekršek nad Dolencem. Razburja se Vranjež. Ne vem zakaj gre pri zapisnikarski mizi. To je bil že napad 
prej.  
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C2: Tukaj vidimo kaj se je že prej dogajalo. Malce nemira. Odvrne pozornost in seveda pridobi njegova ekipa 
malce pavze.  
C1: Bravo.. Blagotinšek, toda potem brani Gustafsson. Ostaja 7:2. Islandija je že na drugi strani. Naši so se spet 
dobro vrnili. In Islandija mora umiriti napad, menjati. Spet se v igro vrača Kristjansson in Elisson.  
C2: Po zgrešenem strelu tudi vidmo kaj kaže vratar Gustafsson, naj potegne na drugo polovico. Res dobro 
vračanje slovenske reprezentance, vseh 6. To je tiso kar naredi celoto in veličino. 
C1: Tudi Palmersona je Gudmunsson posadil na klop. Namesto njega Gudmunsson v igri na levi strani, sedaj na 
sredini. Vsega tudi seveda naši ne morejo braniti. Elisson je prišel do prvega zadetka in zmanjšal je zaostanke na 
7:3. Poglejmo še enkrat zadetek Islandca. Medtem Bombač že sam pred Gustafsson, ki mu je branil. In pa 
protinapad. Gudmunsson gre sam. In zadel je Gudmunsson. 7:4.  
C2: Pri tej globoki obrambi je potrebno ravno to kar Slo počne. Veliko tekanje brez žoga, igranje brez žoge, to 
dobro uspeva. 
C1: Nato pa Jure Dolenec za 8:4. Stal je, zabil gol. In se hitro vrnil v obrambo. Tako da naši nimajo težav za zdaj 
z vračanjem. Islandci ne morejo… pa nova obramba Ferlina. Tokrat je zaustavil strel Gudmunssonu. Še vedno je 
na klopi Aaron Palmerson. Z visokim tempom so torej naši nadigrali Islandijo v prvih minutah. Bližamo se 
polovici prvega polčasa.  
C2: Ja, v rokometu je pomembno da že v štartu pokažeš kdo je tisti ki bo delal prevlado na igrišču. In tukaj je 
Slovenija to dobro naredila, z zelo dobro igro v obrambi in pa pametno igro v napadu, se je ta razlika naredila in 
sedaj je treba to distanco držati, kar na prejšnjih tekmah zelo dobro uspevalo. 
C1: Blagotinšek je spet zaustavil Kristjanssona. Tu pa zadnji gol J. Dolenca. Jure Dolenec je najboljši strelec na 
tem EP za slovensko reprezentanco. To je bil njegov 15. gol. Sicer pa Avstrijec Billick z 31 goli na vrhu te 
lestvice. Uuu, sedaj lepo zadevajo Islandci. 8:5. Bombač ponovno … Dolenec v polnem naletu. Naši umirjajo, 
Dolenec je tam zahteval prekršek, ki ga Makedonca nista piskala. Henigman je vtekel na položaj drugega 
krožnega napadalca. Blagotinšek, zadel je B., vendar gol ne velja. Prestop in 7metrovka. 1. 7metrovka za 
Slovenijo.  
C2: Tu vidimo kako se zmede islandsko obramba. Vtekanje na kroženga napadalca, igralec seveda spremlja 
svojega igralca. In tukaj Blagotinšek, 2 metraš, ne moreš ga ustaviti, s temi dolgimi kraki. Zaslužena 7metrovka.  
C1: Jure Dolenec bo prvi izvajalec za Slovenijo. Branil mu je Gustafsson. Ja, menjava, nisem opazil. V vratih je 
bil Halgrinsson. Taktična menjava. Takole se je torej splačala ta menjava. Dolenec je prvo 7metrovko zapravil. 
Ostaja pri 8:5. Razočaran je Jure Dolenec, ampak ima priložnost da svojo napako popravi v obrambi. Prav tako 
je zelo pomemben člen ob Mačkovšku in Blagotinšku na sredini slovenske obrambe, ki jo zaključuje Henigman 
na levi strani.  
C2: Tempo, ki ga more Jure igrati, kajti vemo  da je desni zunanji Vid Kavtičnik poškodovan. Tako da je 
dejansko on nosilec v teh tekmah. Vsekakor ima tudi veliko pomoč v Cehtetu ki lahko tudi dobro v tej poziciji 
igra oz. zamenja, da dobi malce predaha.  
C1: Petersson se sedaj jezi, da ga je Henigman udaril po obrazu. Poglejmo še enkrat. Malce ga je res zadel, po 
nosu.  
C2: Je izkušeni igralec in bo te stvari kompenziral na ta način, sugestiral sodnikom ampak mislim da mu tu ni 
ratal.  
C1: Koraki, koraki, žoga za slo. Bombač, Islandci še niso postavili obrambe, Bombač, Dolenec, Dolenec, zabija 
Jure Dolenec, pa je popravil tisto svojo napako iz prejšnjega izvajanja 7metrov. Slovenija je spet ušla na 4.  
C2: To je zelo nevaren strel, s kontra nogo, kontra korakom, seveda presenečnje za obrambo. Te svoje bogate 
izkušnje, ki jih ima jih je tukaj dobro unovčil. Zelo lep zadetek, oz. lepo dobro giba Slovenija v napadu.  
C1: Druga sezona za Dolenca pri Barceloni. Veliko smo govorili v prvem delu tega prvenstva da ima Slovenija 
rezerve v napadu, danes se mi zdi da je že napravila korak višje tudi v napadu. Gudmundsson prvi gol.  
C2: Na Gudmundsson bo treba stopiti korak naprej, doseči njegovo roko in prekiniti ta prosti strel.  
C1: Takoj so kaznovali napako Slovencev, Elisson za 9:7. Zdaj so se Islandci hitro približali slovenski 
reprezentanci.  
C2: Ja, tukaj sta piskala prekršek v napadu Juretu. Milsim da tudi malce prestrogo, to je bilo normalno 1na1, 
seveda ocenila da je igralca držal za roko.  
C1: Elisson je trenutno najboljši strelec na tekmi, s 3 zadetki,  igra v nemški ligi. Zarabec sedaj namesto 
Bombača. Vendar bomo videli nekaj več kroženja igralcev kot na tekmi s Švedsko.  
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C2: To je tudi zaradi obrambe, zelo globoko, zelo pomembno, kajti Zarabec je zelo hiter, močan 1na1. In seveda 
tudi njegov nepredvidljivi strel zna presenetiti. 
C1: Janc ni uspel premagati Gustafssona. Zelo malo prostora je imel Blaž Janc. Islandija zdaj v priložnosti da 
pride samo na gol zaostanka. In zadel je Elvar Jonsson. 9:8 v 19 minuti. 
C2: Islandija se je prilagodila obrambni igri Slovenije. Sedaj vidimo že drugič zapored dva igralca skačeta v 
blok, namesto da naredijo prekršek. Tukaj bo potrebno, kajti če gre Islandija zopet 1na1, je potem centralni bok 
na mestu, in puščamo strele iz 9 metrov.  
C1: Dolenec na klop za nekaj minut predaha. Cehte je v igri. Bombač je zamenjal Mačkovška na levi strani. 
Janc, Janc preigrava in 7 metrovka. Janc je iztržil drugo sedemmetrovko in pa še opomin za Jonssona. Poglejmo 
še enkrat. Takole je prodrl Blaž Janc.  
C2: Tukaj ima Blaž veliko prostora in z njegovo brzino to lahko izkorišča. Malce moti ta zaključek, kajti videli 
smo, da je Gustafsson branil že par čistih žog in tukaj je treba biti pozoren. 
C1: Halgrisson zopet v vratih in branil že drugo sedemmetrovko našim.  Da ne bodo Slovence danes pokopale 
sedemmetrovke. Drugič zapored uspešen Algrisson.  
C2: Do sedaj sta najboljša igralca Islandije vratarja. Oba vratarja imata skupaj 6 obramb in to kakšnih, tistih 
tapravih, 100%. Slovenija si je izdelala priložnost ampak v zaključku nismo bili dovolj skoncentrirani.  
C1: In sedaj pomemben napad Islandije, ki ga morajo naši nekako zaustaviti. Pod rokami potem Kristjansson. 
Zelo zvit gol. In izid je izenačen. 9:9, torej delni izid je 4 proti 0 za Islandijo. Iz 9:5 na 9:9. Kot sem dejal so se 
Islandci nekako adaptirali, prilagodili na slovensko igro in so začeli zadevati. Zarabec, Bombač, Bombač sam. In 
tukaj Bombač ne bo grešil. Tretji gol Dejana Bombača. Slovenija vodi. Hitro so krenili Islandci. Dobro 
Mačkovšek, zaustavil je Kristjanssona. Poglejmo še enkrat iz drugega zornega kota. Res lepo Dejan Bombač. 
Danes se mi zdi spet izredno razpoložen.  
C2: Islandci igrajo s 3 zunanjimi igralci, bistveno mlajši v letih in izkušnjah, ampak zelo dobro, hitro prenesejo 
žogo na drugo stran in tukaj poskušajo presenetiti.  
C1: Gudmunsson na sredini, Kristjansson je na desni strani. Asistenca sedaj Svaranssona na črto. Kristjansson se 
veseli prvega gola, 10:10. Tukaj je Borut zamudil, pustil Kristjansson pustil samega. In seveda težko je priti 
mimo take gore, da bi lahko prestregel to žogo. Veselje na islandski strani.  
C1: Zarabec sam, 9metrovka zaradi prekrška nad Miho Zarabcem. Miha Zarabec… Bombač, Bombač… Zarabec 
celo trenutek napoti. Bombač zadeva, 4 gol najboljšega strelca danes. Dobro tudi sedaj Ferlin. In pa izključitev 
Zarabca najbrž. Mislim da Žabič. Žabič mora na klop za 2 minuti.  
C2: To je vedno nevarna igra. Če pustimo, da izvajajo hitri center, potem se zgodi da igralec zamudi korak, in v 
tej želji potisne iz strani napadalca in seveda nevarna igra, kar se kaznuje z 2 minutami.  
C1: Drugič danes torej Slovenija z igralcem manj. Prvi 2 minuti so naši dobro oddelali. Mislim da celo niso 
prejeli zadetka. Na robu korakov je bilo to, potem pa veliko prostora za Gudjunssona. 11:11 je rezultat v 24. 
minuti.  
C2: Ja, preveč na lahko žoga pride iz ene na drugo stran, predvsem na sredini. Na sredini je treba organizatorja 
imeti pod kontrolo. Vršiti nad njim pritisk, da bo storil napako oz. prekršek in ustaviti njihovo igro.  
C1: Blagotinšek se je vrnil v igro na črto. Torej danes Vranjež kar lepo rotira igralce. Zarabec, Bombač… Cehte 
čaka na desni strani. Tukaj je. Nejc Cehte pa Blaž Janc in pa v tem trenutku je Ljubomir Vranjež vzel minuto 
odmora. Tu je Viktor Halgrinsson, ki je obranil dve 7metrovki našim. Zarabec, Bombač, tu je Cehte… Pa spet 
Dejan Bombač. In prekršek nad Bombačem.  
C2: Tukaj so dvignili roki sodniki, tako da je treba biti pazljiv in pa seveda Bombač mora biti tisti, ki prevzame.  
C1: Zapravljen napad, nesporazum oz. slaba podaja proti Dolencu na krilu. In zdaj imajo Islandci prvič 
priložnost, da pridejo do prvega vodstva na tej tekmi. Še 15 sekund in Slovenija bo v polni postavi. Torej 15 
sekund je treba zdržati v obrambi. Ja, poskušal je potem Gudmunsson in zadel od daleč. In prvič na tej tekmi 
Islandija vodi. Dobrih 5 minut pred koncem prvega polčasa.  
C2: Ja, Gudmunsson se preveč pusti, preveč je prost. Skače se v blok namesto da se gre v prekinitev, tudi za 
ceno 2 minut. Ampak potem se igralec zamisli ali bo šel v kontakt.  
C1: Cehte, Cehte, pod prekrškom. Nov napad za Slovenijo. Pričakovali smo trd boj z vedno nevarnimi Islandci 
in ga seveda tudi dočakali. Zarabec, Bombač, Cehte se je dvignil. Dovolj prostora za Janca, ki mu je ušla žoga. 
7metrovka in pa izključitev bo to. Ne gre drugače. Upajmo sedaj, da se Janc ni poškodoval. Boli ga koleno. 
Velik velik handicap bi bil to za našo reprezentanco.  
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C2: Zadela sta se s kolenom. Zadel je v koleno obrambnega igralca. Vsekakor boleče. Upajmo, da gre samo za 
to, potem bo bolečina popustila. To je njegova leva noga, tako da ni odrivna. Janc ima ta prag bolečine zelo 
visok, dobro ga poznamo. Če pa dobi kakšno minuto ali dve pavze pa tudi ni nič slabo. Je eden izmed igralcev, 
ki je bil najbolj obremenjen na tem prvenstvu sedaj.  
C1: Ko igralec s pogačico zadane drugega igralca, to res peklensko boli. Na srečo pa to niso hude poškodbe, oz. 
bolečina kmalu izveni in igralec lahko brez težav nadaljuje. Poglejmo še enkrat. Tu se točno ni videlo ampak 
očitno gre za to kar sva dejala.  
C2: Sedaj je bolj pomembno, kajti tretja 7metrovka in Zarabec je tisti, ki to zna sprevesti v zadetek.  
C1: Tretji izvajalec pri Sloveniji. In zadel je Miha Zarabec. Zelo pomemben gol. Torej tudi Slovenija zna zadeti 
iz 7 metrov. Dokazal je zdaj, čeprav je bil v vratih spet Halgrinsson. Kmalu se bodo začele zadnje 4 minute 
prvega polčasa. Na začetku so naši na hitro povedli toda Islandci so se zdaj vrnili in vzpostavili ravnotežje. Zelo 
veliko prostora zdaj za Smarassona. Morda na robu prekrška v napadu. 13:12, vodstvo Islandije.  
C2: 3 napade pred tem je podobno zadevo naredil naš Jure Dolenec in sta mu sodnika dosodila prekršek v 
napadu. Mogoče tudi Cehte malce naivno izpadel, kajti držal ga je namesto da bi ga menjal in sprejel svojega 
igralca, ki mu prihaja v križanje.  
C1: Islandija z igralcem manj, naši morajo izkoristiti to prednost igralca v napadu. Bombač, Zarabec preigrava, 
Bombač je prišel na črto. To bo… hotel sem dejati 7metrovka, kajti Islandci so bili znotraj 6metrskega prostora. 
Jezijo se tudi naši na klopi in pa na tribunah. Bombač, lepa asistenca in zadel je Blagotinšek. Blaž Blagotinšek za 
13:13. 3 minute pred koncem.  
C2: Dva njihova igralca sta že stekla v pol protinapad, Bombač lepo z zadržkom počakal, kajti dva sta mu 
skočila v blok. Blaž na črti in to je to.  
C1: Dve minuti in pol do konca prvega polčasa, še 5 sekund in Islandija bo v polni postavi. 
C2: Opa, prestop.  
C1: Napaka Islandije, naši torej v priložnosti, da spet pridejo do vodstva v zaključku prvega polčasa. Mačkovšek 
zopet v igri. Cehte, prekršek v napadu je napravil Nejc Cehte. Na drugi strani je to kaznoval Gudjunsson. 
Islandija vodi 14:13. Zarabec preigrava, zdaj je šel do konca Miha Zarabec. Nekaj hitrih golov sedaj. 14:14. To 
je največ golov, ki so jih naši dobili v prvem polčasu.  
C2: V tem napadu smo videli napako, Cehte ni dobro prečital svojega soigralca Zarabca, tukaj bi moral iti v 
križanje, kajti Zarabec je navlekel svojega igralca in tukaj bi moral iti v križanje, podati žogo na drugo stran in 
seveda na levi strani je višek.  
C1: Spet Christiansson, naši dobro pomikajo v obrambi. Samo prekršek nad Christianssonom. Viggo 
Kristijansson na desni strani. Dobro lovi Ferlin tole žogo in rešuje Slovenijo. Zadnja minuta prvega polčasa, 
Mačkovšek sam, pa brani zdaj Gustafsson. Morda odtenek prehitro Borut Mačkovšek, kajti teče zadnja minuta in 
bolje bi bilo igrati na dolg napad.  
C2: Tukaj je takoj islandska obramba nekako privadila Boruta na 6metrov, tukaj bi se moral dvigniti. To je 
njegova značilnost, ni znan po izmetu iz tal.  
C1: 14:14, zadnje pol minute prvega polčasa. Ali bodo naši zdržali v obrambi? Zaustavil je Vigga 
Chrisstianssona. Na sredini je Smarasson. Žoga je v rokah Slovenije, še 5 sekund, dovolj časa da naši zaključijo. 
Cehte se je dvignil in zabija Nejc Cehte. V zadnjih sekundah je Nejc Cehte zabil in Slovenija dobiva prvi polčas 
15:14. Zelo pomemben zadetek Cehteta v pravem trenutku, tako da naši vendarle odhajajo na odmor z golom 
prednosti, čeprav je tam sredi polčasa kazalo še veliko bolje. Naši so na začetku nadigrali Islandijo, povedli z 
8:4, 7:3 tudi prej. Potem pa z delnim izidom 4 proti 0 v 21. minuti vrnila in gledali smo izenačeno končnico.  
C2: Predvsem po zaslugi islandskih vratarjev, ki sta obranila dve 7metrovki in pa seveda tri 100% priložnosti. 
Zunanja linija je povsem druga, zelo mlada, ki z hitrimi izmeti iz 9metrov presenetijo našo obrambo.  
 
Half-time 
C1: V tem trenutku se je tekma začela. Drugi polčas, odločilnih 30 minut, v katerih seveda upamo da bo 
zmagovalka Slovenija. To bi ji omogočilo boj za najvišja mesta. Tisti osnovni cilj priti v kvalifikacije za 
olimpijske igre bi bil zelo blizu.  
C2: Nenazadnje se lahko tudi zgodi nek dober rezultat na tem EP, kajti v igri je še vse, v teh 30 minutah lahko 
pokažemo igro, ki smo jo že pokazali na tem prvenstvu.  
C2: Gudmunsson je napravil korake, Slovenija sedaj v prvem napadu v drugem polčasu. Prekršek nad 
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Bombačem. Malce nesporazuma med Dolencem in Bombačem. Še vedno gledamo Gudmunssona, ki je kar 
razburjen, živčen, kako tudi ne kajti z današnjim porazom bi Islandija bila zelo v težkem položaju. V drugi krog 
namreč ne bi prinesla nobene točke, trenutno je na zadnjem mestu skupine D. Blagotinšek, prekršek v napadu sta 
mu piskala sodnika. Naši se vračajo, toda sam je ostal na črti Elisson. Izid je izenačen na začetku drugega 
polčasa.  
C2: V napadu potrebujemo levo stran. Vemo, da takoj že imamo handicap, kajti nimamo levega krila, kjer je 
moral Henigman igrati in je odrezan. Borut Mačkovšek ni tista dodana vrednost za njegovo višino. Seveda 
Bombač in pa… Kot da me je slišal, to potrebujemo. Bombač in Dolenec zgubljata veliko moči, obramba se 
posledično koncentrira in s tem pridobiva.  
C1: V polnem  naletu je bil Mačkovšek in prebil islandsko obrambo. Tu pa prejšnji gol Elissona. Slovenija torej 
vodi 16:15. Vidite podatke o Borutu Mačkovšku. 5 žog je porabil za 3 zadetke. In pa pogovor Vranježa z 
makedonskima sodnikoma. Dobro zdaj naši v obrambi. Samo 9metrovka. Smarasson in Kristjansson sta bila v  
akciji. 
C2: Petersson je na desni strani, na katerega moramo paziti, ima podaljšan korak v sredino. Lahko vzamemo 
poceni žogo.  
C1: Okrog cone, Petersson, prvi gol Peterssona, 16:16. V prvem polčasu so ga torej naši zaustavili.  
C2: Tukaj gre ta podaljšan korak in nato vidimo… Tukaj bi moral Jure zapirati, kajti ni variante da bi žogo 
spustil dalje. 
C1: Bombač, Dolenec, je imel morda priložnost, da zaključi. Bombač, ali bo to izključitev? Ne, samo odmahnila 
sta sodnika. In napad se nadaljuje. Dejan Bombač preigrava, prekršek nad Bombačem ponovno. 
C2: Bombač mora tu vztrajati, če bo šel še enkrat 1na1 na tega igralca bi moral dobiti kazen 2 minut. Mačkovšek 
spet sam in pa brani Gustafsson. In pa 7 metrovka in izključitev. To pa ne vidimo velikokrat, ampak izkjučen je 
islandski vratar, ki je nepravilno oviral Henigmana. Mačkovšek je bil povsem sam, Gustafsson brani, potem pa 
nepravilno oviranje.  
C2: Žoga je bila v zraku, lahko vzameš iz prostora. Gustfasson se čudi, kajti on je bil tisti, ki je oviral igralca in 
to je opravičeno 7metrovka.  
C1: In pa izključitev islandskega vratarja. Na črti 7metrov je Miha Zarabec. Pa že tretja obranjena 7metrovka, 
Halgrinsson je obranil 7metrovko Zarabcu, Dolencu in Bombaču. Skratka, izvajanje najstrožje kazni šepa pri 
naših.  
C2: Ne samo najstrožje kazni, tudi te 100% priložnosti, ravno prej smo videli pri Borutu. To so 100% zicerji.  
C1: Bombač se ponovno izvrstno bori. 17:16, najprej je poskušal zaposliti Mačkovška, nato pa kar sam. 
Nerešljiva uganka je za islandsko obrambo. Tu je naš izvrstni strelec, 30-letni Primorec. Gotovo njegovo 
najboljše prvenstvo v karieri, kajti do sedaj ni dobival takšnih priložnosti kot mu jih daje Vranjež. Pa spet dobro 
Ferlin v vratih. Naši imajo priložnost da pridejo do 2 golov prednosti. Islandci še vedno z izključenim igralcem. 
C2: Tukaj je treba strpno, postaviti igro. Če s korakom vsak zabode, bi moral biti višek na desni strani.  
C1: Dolenec, sam je prišel skozi obrambo Jure Dolenec. In Slovenija je povedla 18:16.  
C2: Zopet smo videli, žoga v polnem naletu. Vidimo kako Bombač animira, v polnem šprintu in seveda te nihče 
ne more ustaviti.  
C1: Zamudil je za odtenek in omogočil gol Juretu Dolencu. Še dobrih 10 sekund Islandija z igralcem manj. Zdaj 
brez vratarja. Tu je Gudmunsson, še vedno… Bombač dobro pokriva na desni strani, pa vendarle prekršek v 
napadu sta piskala sodnika. In žoga za Slovenijo.  
C2: Ja, dobro smo izkoristili te dve minuti. Zastreljali smo 7metrovko vendar tudi zadeli 2 zadetka, naredili 2:0. 
Tukaj smo videli tudi da je Janc odigral in sodnika sta nasedla. Islandska klop se je dvignila in protestirala. 
Vidimo kako se trener drži za glavo. Ampak dobro, nekaj mora biti tudi na naši strani, če smo prej govorili o… 
In sedaj gresta sodnika gledati video. To so sugestije delegata, kajti delegat ima možnost v 2 primerih opozoriti 
sodnike. Ena je narobna menjava, druga pa je ali je trener pravilno zahteval time-out.  
C1: Ali bo sedaj prišlo še do ene izključitve na islandski strani, če je šlo za napačno menjavo? Tu sta 
Makedonca. Poglejmo še enkrat kaj se je tu dogajalo. Ali morda zaradi tega udarca nad Blagotinškom? 
C2: Meni se je zdelo kot da gledata ali je narobe menjaval tako da ne vem…  
C1: Kolikor vidim na monitor, ki ga gledata potem bo to to. Gledata ali je prišlo do namernega udarca. In zdaj 
bomo videli končno odločitev kaj sta sklenila Makedonca. Ne bo prišlo do izključitve. Igra se bo nadaljevala, ne 
bo izključen. Očitno ni prišlo do namernega udarca. Naši so v napadu. Izključenih ni več. Naši v napadu za 
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vodstvo za prednost 3 golov. Bombač… Prekršek spet nad Dejanom Bombačem. Mačkovšek gre sedaj na 
položaj drugega krožnega napadalca. Dolenec, toda blokirali so mu strel. Sam je že na drugi strani Elisson in 
brani Ferlin. Brani Ferlin. Tudi žoga se je Elissonu spet vrnila v roke, pa Makedonca na srečo piskata prekršek 
oz. korake Elissonu.  
C2: Prej sem že mislil, da mu bosta piskala, kajti Elisson je šel na odbito žogo skozi prostor. Tule bi lahko 
piskala, da tega ne sme narediti. Seveda, potem sta to popravila in piskala korake.  
C1: Pravilna odločitev in Elisson je napravil korake. Nova priložnost za Slovenijo v napadu. Bombač do Janca, 
Janc ima prostor toda brani spet Gustafsson. Žoga bo vendarle za Slovenijo. Tu je Gustafsson, ki brani na 
danskem za Skjern. Druga sezona, 34 let, izkušen rokometaš. 225 tekma za islandsko reprezentanco. Janc zdaj na 
zunanji poziciji. Mačkovšek, Bombač, Mačkovšek, dolg napad. Blagotinšek in zadeva Blagotinšek. Tretji gol 
Blagotinška. 19:16, pomemben gol. Naši so torej v 39. minuti, 9. minuti drugega polčasa povedli za 3.  
C2: To moramo izkoristiti, kajti imamo zadaj na črti veliko prostora. Seveda bodo poskušali islandski igralci 
provocirati Blaža s kakšnimi prekrški ampak z njegovo višino je to prednost.  
C1: Opa, spotaknil se je Gudmunsson. Spet Gudmnusson pri žogi. Umirja Petersson. Gudmunsson… Na sredini 
igra Smarasson, sam je bil in zadel drugi gol. Tudi on na Danskem pri Olborgu. Naši niso stopili ven na tega 
igralca in potem je dosegel gol. Nismo videli akcije do konca. Dolenec potem na drugi strani, Henigman je sedaj 
zamenjal mesto z Mačkovškom. Dvignili sta roki Makedonca. Prekršek nad Dolencem, gol ne velja. Še naprej 
trd boj, dveh izjemno izenačenih ekip. Izjemna finta Dolenca, nato pa brani Gustafsson. Med nogami mu je 
skušal vreči tole žogo Dolenec potem pa je vse opravil, samo zaključek je manjkal. Dobro v obrambi Dolenec, 
nastavil se je Jonssonu. Povsem sam je bil Dolenec pred Gustafssonom.  
C2: Tukaj Gustafsson zelo dobro čital. Videli smo, kako ga je spremljal. Gustafsson je danes enostavno zelo 
dober.  
C1: Zbral je 8 obramb, 36% ubranjenih strelov. Gudjunsson na krilo, za las je bil prekratek Janc. Dobro, Ferlin 
brani. Žoga je v rokah slovenske reprezentance. Islandci niso še postavili obrambe. Uuu, Dolenec je bil v 
priložnosti. Mačkovšek… Bombač sam, prekršek, samo 9metrovka.  
C2: Te dobre obrambe je treba izkoriščati. Islandci menjajo dva obramba napad. To je treba izkoriščati, kajti na 
postavljeno obrambo se matramo, izgubljamo moč.  
C1: Ferlin je pri 9 obrambah, 35%. Henigman… Prekršek je storil Jonsson nad Henigmanom. Bombač preigrava 
na krilu. Bombač je prišel do strela in zabija. Kakšna akcija Dejana Bombača. Izjemno je sedaj odigral. 6 golov, 
20:17. Res navdušujoče. Življenjska forma, lahko rečemo, Dejana Bombača na tem prvenstvu. In zdaj Islandci 
menjajo. V igro pošilja Palmersona.  
C2: Islandci igrajo v napadu zelo počasi. Vidimo, da igrajo na dolge napade. Seveda, s tem ritmom skušajo 
razbijati slovensko obrambo.  
C1: Pa še ena obramba Ferlina. Tokrat je poskušal Smarasson. 10 obramba Ferlina. Tu je slovenski junak. 
Palmersson na drugo stran in dobro je zdaj Henigman ustavil Palmerssona. Treščila sta skupaj, ampak vse je 
vredu.  
C2: Sedaj dobra obramba, dvignjeni roki sodnikov.  
C1: Igra na črto. Samo 9metrovka. Cehte je sedaj na desni strani v obrambi ob Blagotinšku. Tu je Palmersson, 
Palmersson se je dvignil. Dober blok naših. Nov napad za Islandijo. Ura je zaustavljena. Bombač more na črto. 
Uuu, naši so pozabili sedaj. Velika napaka. Smarasson… Napaka naših v obrambi.  
C2: Tukaj je enostavno Henigman stal preveč zunaj. Ne vem zakaj. Njegov igralec ni bil nevaren. Moral bi biti 
na 6metrovki in paziti prostor.  
C1: Dobro, treba bo sedaj to napako popraviti v napadu. Smarasson, kot vidite, 3 goli, za to porabil 5 žog. 
Henigman se je dvignil in zabija Nik Henigman. Popravlja tisto svojo napako. Naši ponovno vodijo za 3. Ali bo 
Bombač prišel do te žoge? Ne, prehiter je Gustafsson.  
C2: To je odlika te ekipe. Naredijo napako v obrambi, ni namerna, fant se sekira, v napadu vzame žogo in 
odločilnost in seveda to je to kar naredi razliko v kolektivu.  
C1: Vrača se nazaj na krilo Elisson. Medtem žoga na drugi strani. Naši dobro, gibljivo v obrambi. Žabič pokriva 
prostor, lepo zaustavili Peterssona. In prekršek.  
C2: Zopet dobra obramba, dobro gibanje. Dvignjeni roki sodnikov in pa vemo, Palmerson je tisti, ki v teh 
priložnostih prevzame odgovornost.  
C1: Vrgel je Palmersson. Žoga za Islandce, piskata sodnika. Prej ste videli gol Henigmana. Blizu 130 km je 
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dosegla žoga pri izmetu. In spet Palmerson organizira nov napad. Ali bodo naši zdržali še eno obrambo? Pa spet 
Ferlin na mestu. Cehte, Mačkovšek išče soigralca. Umirja igro. Tu je Klemen Ferlin.  
C2: Ja, če si prej dejal za napad, da imamo Bombača, ki je res kreativec, virtuoz, imamo v vratih hobotnico. 
Mislim, da je Ferlin branil 12 žog in to kakšnih. Palmerssona je dal v žep.  
C1: 40% branjenih strelov. Vrhunski odstotek ubranjenih strelov na tako zahtevni tekmi. Naši so v priložnosti, 
da pridejo do 4 golov prednosti, kar bi bilo zelo pomembno za zadnjo četrtino tega srečanja. Janc, izgubil je žogo 
Janc, pod prekrškom. Tu podatki, ki sem jih povedal. 12 obramb, 40% ubranjenih strelov za Ferlina. Mačkovšek, 
Mačkovšek, spodrsnilo je Mačkovšku.  
C2: To bi bilo lahko 2 minuti. Poglejmo kaj bosta piskala sodnika. Vidimo, da se je igralec obesil na Mačkovška. 
Potegnil ga je za dres.  
C1: Izključen je Islandec. Poglejmo še enkrat.  
C2: Borut ga je v nadaljevanju zadel s komolcem. Že pred tem je sam storil prekršek.  
C1: Jonsson je torej izključen za 2 minuti. In Slovenija ima sedaj res lepo priložnost, da pride do vodstva s 4 goli 
prednosti. Dolenec, Bombač na krilo, Henigman ima veliko prostora in zadel je Nik Henigman. Večkrat sva že 
dejala, da to ni njegova pozicija, njegovo delovno mesto ampak dobro se je znašel na krilu. 22:18.  
C2: Tudi Islandci to vejo in so postavili tako obrambo, ampak Nik je navajen na tem turnirju, je že imel par 
poskusov na tem turnirju. Ta je šla noter in to je pomemben gol. Tudi gledalci v dvorani in navijači Islandije so 
potihnili. Slovenija še naprej izvrstno. Klemen Ferlin izvrstno. Skratka, naši umirjajo, pametno. Čas igra za 
Slovenijo. Slovenija igra odlično, ne samo na tej tekmi. Mislim, da je danes še dvignila nivo za odtenek ali dva. 
Tudi v napadu, čeprav je bilo kar nekaj zgrešenih velikih priložnosti. Igra sama je pa bila gotovo boljša. In 
Bombač sam rešuje. Pri 7 golih je Dejan Bombač. Res neverjetno igra na tem evropskem prvenstvu.  
C2: Razigrava, igra 1na1, tudi iz 9 metrov zna in seveda, to je tista dodana vrednost. To je tisti igralec več in 
vidimo kako uživa. Lepo jih je gledati, kako letijo po igrišču.  
C1: Končno je tudi Bombač dobil priložnost, ki si jo je vedno želel, da je prvi organizator, da igra večino časa in 
to res izjemno izkorišča. Sedaj je prodrl Smarasson. 
C2: Napaka Žabiča. Seveda, v obrambi se je malce sekiral. Potem kakšna koncentracija, iz sredine opazil hiter 
center, da ni vratarja in zadel na prazna vrata, kar je zopet nekaj dodana vrednost. 
C1: Samo odlike naših. Vodijo za 5 golov prednosti. Do konca pa točno 12 minut. Še nekaj minut bo treba 
zdržati. Ferlin izvrstno še naprej, toda Makedonca piskata. Ferlin se jezi. Tu je Petersson. Naši so povsem 
razorožili najnevarnejše Islandce. Petersson ponovno in zgrešil je Petersson. Cehte, Bombač je potegnil na drugo 
stran. Janc se odkriva. Henigman… Nejc Cehte. 
C2: Igralec več, kajti Petersson se ni vrnil. Uu škoda, niso tega opazili, da se Petersson ni vrnil, šele 10-15 
sekund kasneje, ampak nič zato. Sreča je tista, ki mora biti na tej strani. Prečka oz. stativa Peterssona. Imamo 
napad za plus 6, kar je najbolj pomembno.  
C1: To bi bila najvišja prednost Slovenije. V prvem polčasu so naši vodili za 5, pri 7:2. Bombač, Mačkovšek se 
je dvignil. Dolenec, Henigman se odkriva na črti. Jure Dolenec spet preigrava, dolg napad kažeta sodnika. 
Bombač, Bombač, spet se je sprehodil. Kako igra Dejan Bombač. Zmanjkuje mi besed za odlike, ki bi jih lahko 
prejel Dejan Bombač, ampak fenomenalno. Poglejte, 3 Islandce je sedaj vrgel iz igre.  
C2: Ne samo da jih je vrgel, Islandci sploh ne vejo kje je žoga. S tem svojim preigravanjem jih zmede, vrže iz 
ritma. Bravo virtuoz.  
C1: Najvišja prednost Slovenije je bila za trenutek na tekmi. Toda zdaj Palmersson, šele do drugega gola, ta 
izjemni rokometaš, ki pa so ga naši danes povsem zaustavili. 8 žog za 2 gola Palmerssona. To je samo podatek, 
ki pove kako so ga naši danes zaustavili. Zadnjih 10 minut pomembne tekme. Z zmago na današnji tekmi, še 
enkrat povemo, bi si naši res že krepko odprli vrata tudi za zaključne boje v Stockholmu. Mačkovšek je sedaj 
prodrl, 7 metrovka. Borut Mačkovšek je sedaj s prodorom izsilil 7 metrovko.  
C2: Ja, če sem ga prej poklical naj sproži iz drugega nadstropja, mislim da je ta druga odlika Boruta, že drugič 
preigravanje proti autu. To ni njegova značilnost, seveda je pa zelo težko za obrambo in zaslužena 7 metrovka, ki 
jo sedaj tako ali drugače Zarabec more izkoristiti. Ta gol je tisti, ki bo vlil dodatno samozavest igralcem.  
C1: Zarabec, enkrat je zgrešil, toda tokrat je žoga šla v mrežo. Danes se naših nekako drži sreča, ta rokometni 
bog. Kajti tudi takšne žoge gredo v mrežo in Slovenija spet vodi 26:20. Tudi Miha Zarabec si je oddahnil. Blizu 
je bil spet Halgrinsson, to mu je treba priznati, ampak ni dovolj ustavil žoge da ne bi končala čez črto. Zdaj pa 
naši spet v obrambi, Janc je bil na Palmerssonu. Pa je vendarle spravil žogo Ferlinu.  
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C2: V tem primeru je obramba vse storila, poglejmo to zapiranje Janca. Pustil je krilo samo. Tukaj je bila sreča 
na strani Islandije.  
C1: Tudi Ferlin je bil tokrat blizu. Ostaja pri vodstvu Slovenije 26:21. Bombač spet sam, toda prekršek v napadu 
piskata našemu krožnemu napadalcu Žabiču. Bombač je sedaj nastavil prekršek, pa zadetek Kristjanssona.  
26:22. Naši bodo morali do konca igrati zbrano. Zelo zelo se lahko hitro vrne Islandija v igro. Nato bi lahko 
gledali zelo razburljivo končnico.  
C2: V prvem polčasu smo videli, da dejansko 3 obrambe vratarja, s tem hitrim rokometom kar danes sigurno je, 
se to lahko spremeni. Sedaj zopet nizka zunanja linija, tukaj lahko malce naredimo…  
C1: Prekršek nad Zarabcem, ki je prišel do strela. Tu je Miha Zarabec. Zaustavljal ga je Palmersson. Spet 
Zarabec preigrava. Dolenec… Zarabec in rešena žoga, toda dolg napad. Dvignjeni roki. Lepo, lepo, lepo 
Bombač. Kaj dela Bombač. Videl je Žabiča na črti. Izjemna rešitev sedaj. In Slovenija vodi 27:22. 7metrovka in 
izključitev. Poglejmo kako je rešil prejšnji napad Bombač. Takole je zadel Žabič. Veseli se Bombač. Ampak 
zdaj 7metrovka za Islandijo. Na črti je Elisson. Zanesljiv je bil tudi drugič iz 7 metrov. 4 goli prednosti ostajajo 
za Slovenijo. Slabih 7 minut, kmalu bo 6 minut in pol do konca. Še kakšen uspešen napad ali dva.  
C2: Sedaj je pomembno, da ne naredimo kakšne tehnične napake oz. izgubljene žoge. V tem primeru so vrata 
prazna. Tukaj je potrebno biti tudi mogoče malce izkušen, malce nesramen, odigrati kakšen prekršek, da pridobiš 
sekunde.  
C1: To so sedaj odločilne minute te tekme gotovo. In vzel je minuto odmora Ljudomir Vranjež, tudi on je 
zaslutil, da so to odločilne minute in da mora dati jasna navodila svojim igralcem. Takole je prej Dejan Bombač 
rešil z asistenco slovenski napad. 27:23 je v Malmeju. Ljudomir Vranjež je dal natančna navodila za nekaj 
križanj in nato akcijo 1na1. Poglejmo kako jo bodo naši izpeljali. Bombač, dolg napad spet kažeta sodnika. Janc, 
Bombač čaka žogo. Bombač, Bombač, Bombač sam. Pa spet izjemna akcija Dejana Bombača. Nakazal je podajo 
za hrbtom pa krenil proti golu. Danes je neustavljiv. Nova najboljša igra gotovo. Če danes ne bo razglašen za 
najboljšega igralca, potem ne vem kdo bo. Kakorkoli, sedaj so Islandci znižali na 28:24 po zadetku 
Kristjanssona.  
C2: Islandija bo sedaj vse naredila, da bo čimprej zaključila napad, kajti čas ni njihov zaveznik. Mi vidimo, da 
gremo lahko počasi v napad in seveda vsaka akcija je zelo pomembna. Selektor je vztrajal, da se veliko gibljejo, 
da grejo brez žoge in nato hitro vrnejo na svojo mesto nazaj in s tem zmedejo obrambo nasprotnika.  
C1: Zarabec, uu, prekršek v napadu Mihe Zarabca. Naši se morajo hitro vrniti. Prazen gol in 28:25. Takole je 
Zarabec napravil prekršek v napadu, tu ni nobenega dvoma o pravilni sodniški odločitvi. Potem pa Kristjansson 
v prazno mrežo. Še vedno, seveda, si nismo oddahnili. Tekma še zdaleč ni dobljena, še bo treba igrati. Tudi v teh 
zadnjih minutah na polno, skoncentrirano. Dolenec… Bombač, Bombač… Gol ne velja. Kaj bosta sedaj dosodila 
sodnika? Prekršek.  
C2: Dolenec je bil v prostoru, in seveda tukaj sta dala nazaj.  
C1: Zarabec sedaj preigrava. Nov prekršek nad Miho Zarabcom. 
C2: Roki sta dvignjeni.  
C1: Spet bo treba zaključiti ta napad. Spet Miha Zarabec. Tokrat je šel do konca. Brani potem Gustafsson toda to 
je 7metrovka. 7metrovka zaradi obrambe znotraj vratarjevega prostora. Ali bo Zarabec sedaj sam izvajal 
7metrovko? Kdo bo sedaj izvajal?  
C2: Dolenec.  
C1: Dolenec gre sedaj na črto 7 metrov. Kapetan namesto Kavtičnika, Jure Dolenec. V prvem polčasu je zapravil 
eno 7metrovko. Proti Švedski odločilno zadel. Tudi tokrat Jure Dolenec zadeva. Pomembna, morda odločilna 
7metrovka. 29:25. Tri minute in pol do konca, Slovenija vodi za 4. Cehte je ponovno v obrambi na desni strani. 
Lep višek sedaj izvrstno opravili, toda brani Ferlin. Kakšno žogo je zdaj obranil Klemen Ferlin. Morda 
odločilno. Slovenija je na pragu nove zmage. Poglejte koliko prostora je imel Elisson. Ferlin se mu je postavil in 
branil izjemno pomembno žogo.  
C2: Mislim, da je to najbolj pomembno, s tem je zapečatil usodo. Zanimivo, kot si dejal, Bombač virtuoz, izbran 
za najboljšega igralca. Mogoče bo organizator danes podelil dve nagradi.  
C1: Zaslužila bi si Ferlin in Bombač, prav gotovo. Žal je samo ena nagrada na voljo. Kdorkoli jo bo prejel, v 
bistvu ni pomembno. Pomembno je, da lahko Slovenija vknjiži nove 2 točki na tem EP po izjemnih štirih 
predstavah. Po zelo zelo taktično premišljenih predstavah, ko so vedno načitali nasprotnika. Sedaj predolg napad 
Slovenije. Islandci so takoj krenili, toda to je samo 9 metrovka. Mačkovšek in Zarabec sta sedaj menjala.  
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C2: Sedaj tudi sodnika malce umirjata, kajti Islandiji se mudi. Tukaj sta piskala time out, ustavila uro, čiščenje 
tal, kar ne bi bilo potrebno. Ampak to je dobro za Slovenijo, kajti zopet se postavijo lahko z veliko polnimi 
pljuči in ne dobijo takoj v prvih sekundah zadetka.  
C1: Bližamo se zadnjima 2 minutama tekme z Islandijo. Slovenija jo za zdaj dobiva za 4. Ferlin znova brani. 
Ferlin brani, Bombač je krenil na drugo stran. Če bodo sedaj naši zadeli, mislim da je tekma odločena.  
C2: Ni potrebe.  
C1: Če bojo zadeli v tem napadu, potem je tekma dokončno odločena, kajti v minuti pa seveda tudi Islandci ne 
morejo nadomestiti 5 golov. Zdaj se naši povsem umirili, tudi na klopi čakajo kaj se bo zgodilo. Bombač, 
Bombač preigrava. Zaustavili so Islandci Dejana Bombača, daleč najboljšega strelca z 9 zadetki. Spet Dejan 
Bombač, lepa asistenca. Blagotinšek in tekma je dobljena. 30:25. Nihče več zdaj ne more Sloveniji odvzeti te 
zmage. Minuta 12 pred koncem Slovenija vodi za 5. Še ena izjemna asistenca Dejana Bombača. Morda še 
dvakrat, morda še trikrat lahko pogledamo to izjemno asistenco. Blaž Blagotinšek pa je prišel do 4 gola. 
Navdušen nad sam sabo je tudi Dejan Bombač. Najbrž doživlja pravo zadoščenje. Kakšne predstave na tem 
evropskem prvenstvu. 
C2: Nekako je tudi to njegova osebna bitka, kajti bil je že odpisan iz reprezentance. Ni bil v planih. Vidimo pa, 
da se potrpežljivost splača. Trdo je delal. V klubu igra vrhunsko. Tu je le potrdil, kar že lep čas govorimo, da je 
iz pravega testa. 
C1: Islandski navijači so spoznali, da danes ne bo kruha na tej tekmi. Islandija se bo sedaj zelo oddaljila od 
možnosti za dobro uvrstitev. Ostala bo na zadnjem mestu v skupini D, na 6 mestu brez točke. Slovenija pa bo 
povedla v skupini s prvo zmago v tem drugem delu, s 4 točkami. Še ena asistenca Blagotinšku, tokrat brani 
Gustafsson. Zadnje pol minute tekme v Malmiju, ko niti ni več pomembno. Zadel je sedaj tudi Elisson, ki je pri 6 
golih. 30:27. Na koncu bodo Islandci nekoliko ublažili poraz, ampak nič hudega. Naši bodo zadnjih 10 sekund 
odigrali počasi in Slovenija se bo veselila nove zmage.  
C2: Lahko rečemo, da je to bila kolektivna zmaga, tako klop, ki pri vsaki akciji bodri ekipo. Tudi ekipa je na 
igrišču dala svoje. Zasluženo. Cela tekma je bila pod kontrolo. Te točki so pripadli Sloveniji tako ali drugače.  
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Izjava o avtorstvu 
 
Izjavljam, da je magistrsko delo v celoti moje avtorsko delo ter da so uporabljeni viri in 
literatura navedeni v skladu s strokovnimi standardi in veljavno zakonodajo. 
 
 
 
Ljubljana, 7. 10. 2020      Peter Čebron 
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Izjava kandidata 
 
Spodaj podpisani Peter Čebron izjavljam, da je besedilo magistrskega dela v tiskani in 
elektronski obliki istovetno, in  
dovoljujem 
 
objavo magistrskega dela na fakultetnih spletnih straneh. 
 
 
Ljubljana, 7. 10. 2020      Peter Čebron 
